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ABSTRACT

To date, Internal Revenue Service (I.R.S.) guidance on cryptocurrencies has been thin. When the I.R.S. has issued guidance, it occasionally mishandles the technical details (such as confusing air drops and hard forks). More personnel (and personnel with greater technical expertise) would allow the I.R.S. to keep pace with the explosive growth of cryptocurrency. Nevertheless, the I.R.S. could better leverage its existing resources by focusing on select issues and seeking enabling legislation from Congress. Specifically, the I.R.S. should focus on crypto issues occurring on a system-wide basis and not requiring taxpayer-specific considerations.

For example, determining whether Bitcoin is a “security” under various provisions of the Internal Revenue Code (“Code”) does not require the I.R.S. to examine specific taxpayers. It must, though, examine Bitcoin itself and the provisions using the term. Under current law, Bitcoin would not be a security under most of these provisions. The purposes of these provisions is to apply special treatment to fungible and liquid investments like stock, and they should apply to Bitcoin. Thus, Congress should enable the I.R.S. to make such classifications, even if the current language of the Code does not permit them.

The classification power should be flexible, allowing for carveouts and exceptions for provisions of the Code and cryptocurrencies. Some provisions using the word securities should not apply to cryptocurrency because they exist to promote specific activities (e.g., retirement savings). Some cryptocurrencies should not be considered securities at all. In particular, thinly traded assets and nonfungible tokens (NFTs) should not qualify because they do not function like securities. Over time, classifications may need to change as new, thinly traded securities become widely adopted. Similarly, stablecoins—cryptocurrencies pegged to the dollar—should be considered securities today. With different usage or non-tax regulation, they may evolve into money under the Code.

Classifications can also be comparative (rather than categorical). Are Bitcoin and Wrapped Bitcoin (an Ethereum token pegged to the value of Bitcoin) so different that their exchange is a realization event, triggering
taxation? Such questions also operate on a system-wide basis and can be answered for all taxpayers. In all likelihood, these exchanges are taxable, but they should not be as a normative matter. A broad grant of authority from Congress would allow the I.R.S. to make the correct classifications and tax cryptocurrency the right way.
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INTRODUCTION

In 2014, the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) issued its first published guidance on cryptocurrencies. The IRS was not the first regulator to take note of cryptocurrencies, but it took a seemingly early start. Importantly, the IRS declared cryptocurrencies to be “property” and not “currency” for federal tax purposes. Perhaps more importantly, the regulatory attention seemed to legitimize Bitcoin, which suffered from an early taint with illegal activity such as the Silk Road black market.

Over the intervening eight years, the IRS has lagged behind other crypto regulators, issuing a scant body of guidance. Much of its efforts have...
reminded recalcitrant taxpayers that they do indeed need to pay tax on their crypto gains.\(^6\) The IRS has devoted less attention to answering more sophisticated questions, and when the IRS has spoken to those questions, its answers have often baffled observers.\(^7\)

For the most part, however, the IRS has simply not spoken to the important issues. While its early classification of cryptocurrency as property answers many questions,\(^8\) others remain. Various provisions of the Internal Revenue Code (“Code”), for example, apply special treatment to “securities.” The wash-sale rules of section 1091(a) are such a provision, denying a deduction to taxpayers who sell securities at a loss and replace them within a thirty-day period.\(^9\) Cryptocurrencies are arguably (but probably not) securities under the wash-sale rules, but the IRS has not offered any guidance on the question.\(^10\)

Wash sales and other open issues of today seem multidimensional and daunting in comparison to the situation in 2014. Back then, the IRS could content itself and a handful of enthusiasts by answering a few questions about a quirky new asset called Bitcoin. From 2014 to 2022, cryptocurrencies and related assets (“crypto assets”)\(^11\) have skyrocketed both in number and in value.\(^12\) Though many projects share similar traits, many are so different that they should have different tax treatments. Perhaps stymied by this complexity, the IRS has issued no regulations and little guidance on fundamental issues surrounding how to tax crypto assets.

Since the first law review article about Bitcoin was published in 2012,\(^13\) there has been a steadily growing body of legal scholarship about it and other crypto assets.\(^14\) Much of the tax scholarship has focused on novel

---

6. See infra note 89 and accompanying text.
7. See infra notes 104–07 and accompanying text (discussing the IRS’s guidance on taxing hard forks).
8. For example, gain and loss on dealings in cryptocurrencies would be taxed as capital gains and losses. See Notice 2014-21, supra note 1, at 939, Q&A 7.
9. I.R.C. § 1091(a). Unless noted otherwise, all references in this Article to “section” refer to the Internal Revenue Code, as amended.
10. See infra Section III.B.2.
11. See infra Section I.A (describing use of term “crypto assets” in this Article).
problems like the taxation of hard forks\textsuperscript{15} and enforcement.\textsuperscript{16} Others have revisited the seminal issue of foreign-currency status\textsuperscript{17} or have proposed more fundamental tax reforms to accommodate newly emerging crypto assets.\textsuperscript{18}

This Article examines the interpretive issues of applying old categories in the Code to the new crypto assets.\textsuperscript{19} Returning to the “securities” category, some authorities point to traditional categories like stocks and bonds.\textsuperscript{20} Clearly, Bitcoin is neither stock nor bond, and it probably falls outside of the wash-sale rules as currently interpreted. In terms of purpose, the wash-sale rules seemingly use the term as a proxy for liquid, fungible investments. Bitcoin is liquid and fungible, and the wash-sale rules should apply as a normative matter.

Applying categories (securities, commodities, money, etc.) to crypto assets (Bitcoin, stablecoins, etc.) requires us to understand the text and purpose of the statute along with the nature of individual crypto assets. This Article analyzes key provisions of the Code, the categories they use, and how they apply to prominent crypto assets. After finishing this work, it


\textsuperscript{16} See Arvind Sabu, Reframing Bitcoin and Tax Compliance, 64 ST. LOUIS U. L.J. 181, 184 (2020) (“This Article is the first to argue that, contrary to common wisdom, Bitcoin is increasingly regulable by tax authorities.”); Jason Clark & Margaret Ryznar, Improving Bitcoin Tax Compliance, 2019 U. ILL. L. REV. ONLINE 70, 75 (2019) (“By providing better guidance that supports the legitimate purpose of virtual currencies, the IRS can empower users to take advantage of the benefits that virtual currencies offer.”).

\textsuperscript{17} See Adam Chodorow, Bitcoin and the Definition of Foreign Currency, 19 FLA. TAX REV. 365 (2016).

\textsuperscript{18} See Diedre A. Liedel, The Taxation of Bitcoin: How the IRS Views Cryptocurrencies, 66 DRAKE L. REV. 107, 145 (2018) (“The IRS has taken the position that cryptocurrencies should be considered property. That position is contradictory to the view of several other federal stakeholders, including courts and regulatory agencies.”); Roland Weekley, The Problematic Tax Treatment of Cryptocurrencies, 17 FLA. ST. U. BUS. REV. 109, 111 (2018) (“[T]he Service could tax only virtual currencies when a taxpayer converts the virtual currency to fiat currency for ease of administration, similar to frequent flier miles.”); Arild B. Doerge, Tax Policy for the Wider Cryptoverse, 21 TRANSACTIONS: TN. J. BUS. L. 39, 40–41 (2019) (“This article argues that a more optimal tax policy to accomplish these goals should (1) abandon the current simple property classification, (2) adopt a non-recognition policy for gains realized on in-kind transactions of cryptoassets, and (3) adopt a de minimis exemption for gains from the use of cryptoassets as a medium of exchange in the manner of currency.”); Adam Chodorow, Rethinking Basis in the Age of Virtual Currencies, 36 VA. TAX REV. 371, 375 (2017) (“[T]he Service should require taxpayers to pool the basis of their virtual currencies, which would force them to report a proportional amount of gain or loss when they dispose of such currency.”).

\textsuperscript{19} For a theoretical treatment of issues that arise in categorizing behaviors and property, see Lee Anne Fennell, Sizing Up Categories, 22 THEORETICAL INQUIRIES L. 1, 2 (2021); Adam J. Kolber, Line Drawing in the Dark, 22 THEORETICAL INQUIRIES L. 111, 112 (2021); Edward Fox & Jacob Goldin, Sharp Lines and Sliding Scales in Tax Law, 73 TAX L. REV. 237, 237 (2020).

\textsuperscript{20} See infra Section III.E.
concludes that most crypto assets should be classified as securities under the Code. Current law, however, often excludes crypto assets from the securities category because they are not corporate debt or equity.\footnote{21. See infra Part III.}

To facilitate the correct taxation of crypto assets, Congress should empower the IRS to classify them under various provisions of the Code. With this power, the IRS could classify crypto assets on a system-wide basis. Whether Bitcoin is a security or commodity does not ordinarily turn on taxpayer-specific facts like intention. If Bitcoin is a security in Alice’s hands, it should be a security in Bob’s. Ideally, the IRS would make these determinations by referencing specific crypto assets and specific Code provisions.\footnote{22. See infra Section VII.A.}

Most crypto assets should be treated as securities under most provisions using that term. Some provisions in the Code, however, use the term securities without implicating the taxation of crypto assets. For example, the Code offers special incentives for retirement-plan distributions of employer securities.\footnote{23. See I.R.C. § 402(e)(4).} Those provisions exist to encourage employee ownership rather than to tax income.\footnote{24. See infra Section III.E.4.} Also, as crypto assets evolve, they may fall into categories other than securities. For example, stablecoins—crypto assets pegged to the U.S. dollar—might be properly characterized as “money” in the future.\footnote{25. If classified as “money,” the stablecoin would not be subject to taxation on gains or losses. See infra Section IV.A; cf. also supra note 3 and accompanying text (distinguishing between the taxation of currency and property).} Thus, the IRS’s power to classify crypto assets needs to accommodate present exceptions and future changes.\footnote{26. See infra Section VII.B.}

The classification problem goes beyond asking whether one crypto asset falls within a category. We can also ask whether pairs of crypto assets share a relationship under the Code. As discussed below, the exchange of related crypto assets (like Bitcoin for “wrapped Bitcoin”) may or may not be a realization event under current law. The determination does not turn on taxpayer-specific facts, and the IRS could clarify the issue with a pronouncement available to all taxpayers.\footnote{27. See infra Part VI, Section VII.C.}

I. CRYPTO ASSETS

A. Introduction and Terminology

This Article refers to cryptocurrencies and tokens collectively as crypto assets. Tokens are similar to cryptocurrencies in many ways, but they differ...
in how they relate to a blockchain. Cryptocurrencies are a native and inherent part of the blockchain; tokens are created and introduced by users and their smart contracts. Confusion about the difference arguably led the IRS to issue problematic guidance.

Readers can equate the term crypto assets with the terms “virtual currency” and “digital assets” that regulators use. Despite this usage, their meaning can be problematic. The IRS has adopted the term “convertible virtual currency,” which the Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN) first used in 2013. Virtual currencies, however, predate Bitcoin and include video-game currency like World of Warcraft Gold and Second Life Linden dollars. The U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) uses the term “digital asset.” Again, this term predates Bitcoin, and it includes a wide range of assets that predate Bitcoin such as computer image and music files, which presumably are outside the scope of the SEC’s attention.

B. Bitcoin

Created in late 2008 and early 2009 by the pseudonymous Satoshi Nakamoto, Bitcoin is the oldest and largest cryptocurrency. In early February 2022, each unit of Bitcoin had a market price of around $42,000, and all Bitcoin in circulation had a value of roughly $800 billion.

Bitcoin exists solely as a computational data structure. Unlike shares in most corporations, units of Bitcoin are not backed by assets, money, or business projects. Bitcoin does not produce dividends, interest, rents, or...
royalties that we associate with traditional investment assets.\textsuperscript{36} Bitcoin’s value comes from markets where participants buy and sell.\textsuperscript{37} Whether Bitcoin is a fundamentally sound asset or investment is irrelevant to this Article. It has endured for more than a dozen years and does not seem poised to recede in importance soon. Because it is a relatively new asset, Bitcoin presents difficult issues for tax classification. The IRS has asserted that Bitcoin is “property” and not “currency,”\textsuperscript{38} but numerous issues remain unresolved (e.g., whether Bitcoin is a “security” for tax purposes). Much of this Article is devoted to resolving these issues.

C. Ethereum and Smart Contracts

In broad terms, Ethereum reproduces many of the features of Bitcoin while adding new functionality. Ethereum has a cryptocurrency—Ether—that exists on a decentralized blockchain like Bitcoin does. Bitcoin and Ethereum have different blockchains. Units of Ether and of Bitcoin are different cryptocurrencies and have different prices.\textsuperscript{39}

The main distinction between Ethereum and Bitcoin is that Ethereum supports \textit{smart contracts}.\textsuperscript{40} Smart contracts are computer programs that can control the transfer of Ether and data.\textsuperscript{41} As computer programs, smart contracts require computational resources to run. To prevent abuses of the Ethereum platform, users must pay for these computational resources using “gas.”\textsuperscript{42} Absent the gas charge, users could run bloated, inefficient, or malicious code on the Ethereum system; every computer that replicates the

\textsuperscript{36}. For example, I.R.C. § 7704(d)(1) defines the term “qualifying income” to include interest, dividends, real-property rents, and income from certain natural resources; it also includes capital gains on property held to produce such income. See I.R.C. § 7704(d)(1)(A)–(F). Crypto assets would typically not produce such items of income. Qualifying income could include gains from commodity transactions (including derivatives). See I.R.C. § 7704(d)(1)(G); see also Section IV.D (discussing whether crypto assets are “commodities” for tax purposes); Chason, supra note 14, at 138.

\textsuperscript{37}. See Nikolei M. Kaplanov, Comment, Nerdy Money: Bitcoin, the Private Digital Currency, and the Case Against Its Regulation, 25 LOY. CONSUMER L. REV. 111, 113 (2012) (“Bitcoin has no intrinsic value, and there is no government, company, or independent organization upholding its value or monitoring its use. Instead, bitcoin relies on a peer-to-peer network to gain value through demand and maintains security through the program its users run on their personal machines.” (footnotes omitted)).

\textsuperscript{38}. See infra notes 77–78 and accompanying text.


\textsuperscript{41}. See Nate Crosser, Note, Initial Coin Offerings as Investment Contracts: Are Blockchain Utility Tokens Securities?, 67 U. KAN. L. REV. 379, 386 (2018) (“A ‘smart contract’ is a computer program that automatically executes the terms of an agreement, conducting transactions when certain conditions are met per the ‘if / then’ commands of the code.”).

\textsuperscript{42}. See Jonathan Rohr & Aaron Wright, Blockchain-Based Token Sales, Initial Coin Offerings, and the Democratization of Public Capital Markets, 70 HASTINGS L.J. 463, 473 (2019) (“Ethereum requires users of the network seeking to execute a smart contract to pay miners a fee (called ‘gas’) for each computational step in the smart contract.”).
Ethereum blockchain would be burdened. Gas is a mechanism by which Ethereum users must internalize these system-wide costs.\textsuperscript{43}

Using these smart contracts, many of today’s most innovative crypto projects exist on the Ethereum blockchain. Decentralized finance (DeFi) is a term that covers projects on the Ethereum (and other) blockchains that purport to automate existing financial arrangements via smart contracts.\textsuperscript{44} Decentralized automated organizations (DAOs) are projects that use smart contracts to replicate (or replace) business organizations like corporations.\textsuperscript{45} Because such structures rely on smart contracts, they are not readily available on the Bitcoin platform but are available on Ethereum (and others).\textsuperscript{46}

\textbf{D. Tokens}

This Article uses the term crypto asset to cover cryptocurrencies (like Bitcoin) and tokens. Tokens are a specialized form of smart contract that can function like cryptocurrency.\textsuperscript{47} Tokens are not, however, the same thing as the Ether cryptocurrency. Ether is an inherent part of Ethereum, and the transfer of Ether is reflected by the underlying Ethereum protocol that applies to all users.\textsuperscript{48} In contrast, users create tokens on the Ethereum blockchain by deploying a smart contract, which handles ownership, transfers, and other rights. In short, Ether is native to the Ethereum blockchain and does not rely on smart contracts; tokens are introduced by blockchain users and their smart contracts.\textsuperscript{49}

In theory, tokens are bespoke, custom-made smart contracts crafted by these users. In practice, most tokens are deployed using a few standard

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{43} See Jeremy M. Sklaroff, Comment, \textit{Smart Contracts and the Cost of Inflexibility}, 166 U. PA. L. REV. 263, 292 n.139 (2017).
\item \textsuperscript{44} See Alyssa Rose Domino, Note, \textit{Decentralized Finance: Identity Protection and Economic Opportunity for Both Good and Bad Actors}, 59 AM. CRIM. L. REV. ONLINE 20, 24 (2021) (“The primary and currently most well-known DeFi infrastructure platform is Ethereum.”).
\item \textsuperscript{45} See \textit{infra} note 348 and accompanying text.
\item \textsuperscript{46} See \textit{infra} Section VI.D.1.
\item \textsuperscript{48} See \textit{infra} note 348 and accompanying text.
\item \textsuperscript{49} See Shlomit Azgad-Tromer, \textit{Crypto Securities: On the Risks of Investments in Blockchain-Based Assets and the Dilemmas of Securities Regulation}, 68 AM. U. L. REV. 69, 82 (2018) (“Most notably, Ethereum supports the creation of ‘ERC-20 tokens,’ which are new asset types that can be transacted on the Ethereum blockchain—in addition to, and separately from, the native ‘ether’ blockchain-based asset (ETH).”).
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
protocols. The ERC20 standard is used to develop fungible tokens. For example, I might wish to develop a new cryptocurrency called ChasonCoin. Rather than creating a brand new blockchain, however, I choose to deploy ChasonCoin as a token on the existing Ethereum blockchain. I could write my own smart contract to deploy ChasonCoin as an Ethereum token. The ERC20 standard, however, provides a proven template for a smart contract that creates fungible tokens like the hypothetical ChasonCoin. Several real-world cryptocurrencies are, in fact, ERC20 tokens created on the Ethereum blockchain.

The ERC20 protocol creates fungible tokens because the originating smart contract tracks only the balance of tokens held in an Ethereum account. Thus, there is no way to distinguish between different types of tokens created by the same ERC20 smart contract. Users who want nonfungible tokens (NFTs) will deploy smart contracts under the ERC721 standard. The original purpose behind NFTs was to track ownership of specific property that exists outside of the Ethereum blockchain (e.g., a car). Recent months have seen an explosion in NFTs representing some interest in or claim to digital works like art, tweets, and music. Whether NFTs bestow ownership rights is a matter of debate.

For purposes of this Article, tokens are interesting because of the assets they represent. For example, a token could be used to represent ownership in the share of a corporation or in some other financial asset that exists outside of the blockchain. A token might also operate as a “stablecoin,” representing one U.S. dollar. A token could even represent one Bitcoin, serving as a way for users to transact in Bitcoin but on the Ethereum blockchain. An important question is whether ownership of such tokens is equivalent to ownership of the represented asset (e.g., a share, a dollar, a Bitcoin) for tax purposes.

---

50. See ANTONOPOULOS & WOOD, supra note 48, at 249.
52. For example, USD Coin (USDC) is a stablecoin that is intended to track the value of the U.S. dollar. Mechanically, it is an ERC20 token on the Ethereum blockchain. See Introducing USD Coin (USDC), COINBASE, https://www.coinbase.com/usdc [https://perma.cc/Z5DJ-32BD].
53. See ANTONOPOULOS & WOOD, supra note 48, at 247.
54. See id.
57. See ANTONOPOULOS & WOOD, supra note 48, at 222.
58. See infra Section I.F.
59. See infra Section VI.D.1 (discussing wrapped Bitcoin).
E. Ripple/XRP

Crypto assets have differing levels of decentralization and user bases. Unlike Ether and Bitcoin, the XRP cryptocurrency is closely tied to a corporation and business model. The corporation, Ripple Labs, Inc., developed XRP as a mechanism for efficient international payments between financial institutions. The close ties to Ripple Labs are relevant to tax categorization, however, because XRP is arguably a security under the securities law. Indeed, the SEC has brought an enforcement action against Ripple and some of its executives, claiming that XRP is an unregistered security. Some might infer that an SEC victory could cause XRP to be classified as a security under the Code, even if Bitcoin, Ether, and other crypto assets are not.

Like Bitcoin and Ether, XRP is not backed by assets and functions like a cryptocurrency. Bitcoin and Ether almost certainly are not such securities because they are not tied to an individual business enterprise. Neither Bitcoin, Ether, nor XRP represents an equity or debt claim to a corporation. As discussed more below, the securities-law treatment should not matter to the Code.

F. Stablecoins

In general, crypto assets float against the dollar or other currency in which they are traded. Stablecoins, however, are designed to trade at or near one U.S. dollar per unit. Recent months have seen an explosive growth in

60. See Iris H-Y Chiu & Ernest WK Lim, Technology vs Ideology: How Far Will Artificial Intelligence and Distributed Ledger Technology Transform Corporate Governance and Business?, 18 BERKELEY BUS. L.J. 1, 60 n.360 (2021).
62. See infra note 114 and accompanying text.
63. See infra Section III.A.
stablecoins, prompting concern among some about their role in the U.S. financial system.

The largest stablecoins are backed by actual currency and thus known as “fiat-backed” stablecoins. Tether Holdings maintains the USDT cryptocurrency, which is the largest and most controversial stablecoin. At the end of 2021, the market capitalization of USDT was $38 billion. Tether Holdings claims that USDT is fully backed by bank accounts holding U.S. dollars, but skeptics (including the Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC)) have challenged this claim. USD Coin (USDC) is the second-largest stablecoin. At the end of 2021, its total market capitalization was $38 billion. Like USDT, USDC is backed by U.S. dollars and other non-crypto reserves.

Not all stablecoins are backed by fiat currency. Some are backed by other crypto assets and algorithms to maintain parity with the U.S. dollar. The DAI and TerraUSD (UST) stablecoins are the largest in this category. At the end of 2021, DAI had a market capitalization of $9 billion, and UST had a market capitalization of $10 billion. While the stability mechanism for fiat-backed stablecoins like USDT and USDC is fairly simple, the algorithmic methods for DAI and UST are not. The details are beyond this scope of this Article.

65. Over 2021, the total supply grew from $28.72 billion to $164.51 billion. See Stablecoins: Total Ethereum Stablecoin Supply, BLOCK, https://www.theblockcrypto.com/data/decentralized-finance/stablecoins/total-stablecoin-supply-daily [https://perma.cc/9JXT-9Q72] (last visited Dec. 15, 2022) (comparing total supply on December 31, 2020 and December 31, 2021); PWG REPORT, supra note 64, at 7 n.20 (“Stablecoin supply grew from $21.5 billion on October 19, 2020 to $127.9 billion as of October 18, 2021, representing an increase of approximately 495 percent.”).

66. See PWG REPORT, supra note 64, at 12–15.


68. See BLOCK, supra note 65 (navigating to USDT data).

69. See Why Use Tether?, TETHER, https://tether.to/en/why-tether [https://perma.cc/56DL-FD29] (last visited Dec. 15, 2022) (“All Tether tokens are pegged at 1-to-1 with a matching fiat currency (e.g., 1 USD = 1 USD) and are backed 100% by Tether’s reserves. The reserves match or exceed the amount required to redeem all Tether tokens in circulation.”).

70. See, e.g., Order Instituting Proceedings Pursuant to Section 6(c) and (d) of the Commodity Exchange Act, Making Findings, and Imposing Remedial Sanctions, In re Tether Holdings Ltd., CFTC No. 22-04, 2021 WL 8322874, at *4 (Oct. 15, 2021) (“[F]or the time period of September 2, 2016 through November 1, 2018, the aggregate amount of fiat currency held by Tether in the Tether Bank Accounts was less than the corresponding USDT tokens in circulation on 573 of 791 days . . . .”).

71. See BLOCK, supra note 65 (select “USDC data”).


73. See BLOCK, supra note 65 (select “DAI data”).

74. See id. (select “UST data”).

75. See generally Ryan Clements, Built to Fail: The Inherent Fragility of Algorithmic Stablecoins, 11 WAKE FOREST L. REV. ONLINE 131, 135 (2021) (“The most unstable and fragile variety
II. EXISTING IRS GUIDANCE ON THE TAXATION OF CRYPTO ASSETS

A. Internal Revenue Service 2014 Notice

Issued when cryptocurrency was barely known to the general public, IRS Notice 2014-21 remains the agency’s foremost pronouncement on the taxation of cryptocurrencies. While the Notice uses the term “virtual currency,” this Article will use the more common term cryptocurrency or (when referring to cryptocurrencies or tokens) crypto assets. Notice 2014-21 classifies crypto assets not as “currency” but as “property.” Thus, the rules that apply to most investment assets (like real property and securities) also apply to crypto assets.

Most taxpayers will hold crypto assets for investment purposes; for them, the crypto asset will be a capital asset like other investment assets (stocks, bonds, etc.). In a rising market, capital-asset classification helps taxpayers who hold crypto assets for more than one year. In this scenario, any gain is “long-term capital gains” and taxed at a lower, preferential rate. Under current law, the maximum rate for most long-term capital gains of an individual is 20%. If the capital asset was held for one year or less, the resulting short-term capital gains are taxed at the rates that apply to “ordinary income” (such as wages and salary). The current maximum rate on ordinary income is 37%. In a declining market, capital-asset classification harms taxpayers because they may not freely deduct their capital losses.

The Notice also states that cryptocurrencies are not “currency” that could be eligible for de minimis personal-use exceptions.

76. See Notice 2014-21, supra note 1.
77. See id. at 938, Q&A 2; cf. Section IV.B (discussing applicability of foreign currency category).
78. See Notice 2014-21, supra note 1, at 938, Q&A 1.
79. See supra note 3.
80. See Notice 2014-21, supra note 1, at 939, Q&A 7. I.R.C. § 1221(a) classifies property as a capital asset, subject to several exceptions. For cryptocurrencies, the most important exception would be for dealers, who do not treat their holdings as capital assets. Cf. I.R.C. § 1221(a)(1) (excluding from the definition of capital asset “property held by the taxpayer primarily for sale to customers in the ordinary course of his trade or business”).
81. See I.R.C. § 1222(3) (defining long-term capital gain); § 1222(11) (defining net capital gain).
82. See BITTKER & LOKKEN, supra note 3, ¶ 46.2.3.
84. See I.R.C. § 1221.
85. See generally infra notes 245–50 (describing the personal-use exemption).
The Notice also asserts that cryptocurrency miners have gross income when they receive a mining award. By referring to “receipt” of the award, the Notice seems to suggest that the award is transferred from a third party to the successful miner. Miners, however, claim newly created cryptocurrencies produced by the underlying algorithms of their systems. There is no third party who transfers the award to the miner. Arguably, the IRS could have taxed miners differently, perhaps looking to the taxation of physical mining activities for guidance.

B. 2019 Frequently Asked Questions

In late 2019, the IRS published a series of Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) on Virtual Currency Transactions on its website. Most of the FAQs were aimed at improving compliance by taxpayers rather than answering fundamental questions of tax professionals. For example, the FAQs describe several ways that taxpayers will have gross income when they receive crypto assets, stating that taxpayers have gross income when they receive them as payment for services.

The 2019 FAQs did, however, expand upon the 2014 Notice by addressing valuation. Taxpayers who receive payment in crypto assets need to value them in dollars to determine gross income. If the taxpayer received it through an established exchange, then the taxpayer uses the price determined by the exchange. Interestingly, when the crypto was not received through an exchange, the 2019 FAQs permit taxpayers to use values from an internet-based blockchain explorer.

The 2019 FAQs also clarified the troublesome issue of determining gain or loss from crypto assets acquired at different times for different prices. For example, suppose Alice acquired 1 BTC in 2013 for $100 and 1 BTC in 2020 for $20,000. In 2022, Alice sells 1 BTC to Bob for $40,000. Did Alice sell the 1 BTC acquired in 2020, the 1 BTC acquired in 2013, or perhaps 0.5 BTC of each? Alice’s gross income varies considerably.

86. See Notice 2014-21, supra note 1, at 939, Q&A 8.
87. See Chason, Bitcoin Cash, supra note 15, at 27. In traditional mining activities, decentralized parties compete to validate transactions based on computational power. In proof-of-stake systems, however, decentralized parties “stake” their existing cryptocurrencies rather than compete based on computational power. Some taxpayers have argued that staking rewards should not be taxed immediately because they are extensions of the staked property. See Nathan J. Richman & Mary Katherine Browne, Tax Pros Burst Overeager Cryptocurrency Community Bubble, 174 TAX NOTES FED. 1148, 1149 (Feb. 21, 2022).
89. See id. at Q&A 9.
90. See id. at Q&A 26.
91. See id. at Q&A 27.
The 2019 FAQs resolve this issue by implicitly following regulations on the sale or exchange of stocks and bonds. Under the regulations, taxpayers may select which stocks or bonds are sold or exchanged so long as they make an adequate identification. Absent an adequate identification, the taxpayer is deemed to have sold or exchanged the ones acquired at the earliest time. The 2019 FAQs apply this system to sales and exchanges of crypto assets with some minor modifications specific to crypto assets.

Curiously, the regulations themselves speak in terms of stocks and bonds. Some cryptocurrencies could be characterized as such. Bitcoin, Ether, and most cryptocurrencies would not. Nevertheless, applying the adequate identification regulations to cryptocurrencies accords with the larger purposes of the regulation. Like stocks and bonds, units of a particular crypto asset are usually fungible. One Bitcoin unit has the same value as any other.

This identification issue gives a glimpse into the larger themes of this Article. First, the existing doctrinal categories are often inadequate to handle cryptocurrencies. The identification regulations speak to stocks and bonds; Bitcoin and most other cryptocurrencies are neither. Second, it is possible to determine whether cryptocurrencies fall within the larger policies that were supported by the categorization. While the identification regulations...
expressly speak to stocks and bonds, we can infer a larger purpose about the correct taxation of fungible, intangible assets. 100

C. Other Guidance

The IRS released two Chief Counsel Memoranda dealing with fairly straightforward issues. In one, the IRS opined that crypto assets earned in microtasking assignments are gross income. 101 Typical microtasking assignments include online activities like writing reviews and taking surveys. There is little reason to think that taxpayers should avoid gross income in these circumstances. In another, the IRS opined that taxpayers could not engage in a tax-deferred like-kind exchange of different cryptocurrencies. 102 So, a taxpayer who exchanged Bitcoin for Ether would need to recognize any gain or loss on the exchange. The opinion is relevant only before 2018; later like-kind exchanges are available only for real property. 103

The IRS’s most controversial guidance addressed the taxation of hard forks. During a hard fork, developers essentially clone an existing blockchain creating an entirely new cryptocurrency. Famous hard forks include Ethereum Classic (forked from Ethereum) and Bitcoin Cash (forked from Bitcoin). When the forks occurred, owners of the original cryptocurrency retained existing units (Ethereum, Bitcoin) and received new units from the new blockchain (Ethereum Classic, Bitcoin Cash). Were the new units gross income when received? The hard forks raised interesting issues relating to fundamental tax doctrine such as whether the recipient has income upon receiving the new units or disposing of them. 104

It is likely the IRS thought it was addressing Bitcoin Cash and Ethereum Classic in Revenue Ruling 2019-24. 105 Unfortunately, the ruling conflated hard forks with air drops. A hard fork results in new cryptocurrency that is native to the newly created blockchain. Air drops are distributions of free

100. Arguably, the principles of the regulations apply to fungible property beyond stocks and bonds as a matter of common law. See, e.g., Perlin v. Comm’r, 86 T.C. 388, 430 (1986) (“A useful analogy is provided in the Income Tax Regulations concerning the treatment of stock sales. Where an investor is selling stock from a portfolio held by his broker, he may identify the specific shares to be sold, or he may assume that the shares are disposed of on a FIFO basis.”).
102. I.R.S. CCA 202124008 (June 18, 2021).
103. See I.R.C. § 1031(a)(1) (limiting like-kind exchanges to “the exchange of real property held for productive use in a trade or business or for investment”); infra Section VI.B.
104. See Chason, Bitcoin Cash, supra note 15, passim.
tokens created using smart contracts. They are distinct, but the Revenue Ruling nevertheless found that a hard fork results in gross income when the new units are received through an air drop. Ethereum Classic and Bitcoin Cash did not involve air drops, which are typically promotional mechanisms involving tokens. Though both involve unearned windfalls, hard forks result in new cryptocurrency, native to the underlying blockchain; air drops involve tokens created using smart contracts. Despite the IRS’s misunderstanding, we can infer from the ruling that the IRS believes the major hard forks resulted in gross income to the holders, but uncertainty continues to cloud the issue.

This Article does not address the taxation of hard forks in detail as they do not involve classifying crypto assets (beyond recognizing them as property). Still, the episode provides some insight into the classification problem described in this Article. To be effective, the IRS needs the resources and technical abilities to understand how various elements of crypto assets work. Also, assuming the IRS was trying to describe the taxation of Ethereum Classic and Bitcoin Cash, it should have said so expressly and described the tax consequences in detail. Speaking in generalities only muddied the analysis. Ethereum Classic and Bitcoin Cash are completely public and involve no confidential taxpayer information. In fact, the ruling could have gone so far as to address the value of the new units received.

D. Categorization Beyond Current Guidance

The discussion above cites and discusses (at least briefly) all IRS guidance issued on crypto assets through early 2022. The guidance establishes some foundational principles. Most importantly, crypto assets are “property,” but they are not “currency.” The guidance also provides some context-specific determinations such as the taxation of miners and portfolio investors. The guidance leaves many questions unanswered. For


108. See Chason, Hard Forks, supra note 15, at 286 (“The IRS should specifically answer two essential questions about these Bitcoin Cash units. What was the precise time at which the new units of Bitcoin Cash were created? What was the value of one unit of Bitcoin Cash at that time?”).

109. See N.Y. STATE BAR ASS’N TAX SECTION, supra note 107, at 35–41 (listing unanswered questions for future guidance).
example, several provisions in the Code provide special rules for “securities.” The next Part discusses whether those provisions apply to crypto assets.

III. CRYPTO ASSETS AS SECURITIES FOR TAX PURPOSES

A. Crypto Assets Under the Securities Laws

Securities law classification has proven to be one of the most contentious issues related to crypto assets. The seminal case is SEC v. W.J. Howey Co., which established the eponymous test for whether an investment vehicle is an “investment contract” and thus a “security” for securities law purposes. The SEC describes the Howey test as follows:

The U.S. Supreme Court’s Howey case and subsequent case law have found that an “investment contract” exists when there is the investment of money in a common enterprise with a reasonable expectation of profits to be derived from the efforts of others. The so-called “Howey test” applies to any contract, scheme, or transaction, regardless of whether it has any of the characteristics of typical securities. The focus of the Howey analysis is not only on the form and terms of the instrument itself (in this case, the digital asset) but also on the circumstances surrounding the digital asset and the manner in which it is offered, sold, or resold (which includes secondary market sales). Therefore, issuers and other persons and entities engaged in the marketing, offer, sale, resale, or distribution of any digital asset will need to analyze the relevant transactions to determine if the federal securities laws apply.

If construed as an investment contract, a crypto asset would be a security subject to securities law, such as registration with the SEC. For example, the SEC brought an enforcement action against Ripple Labs, Inc. asserting that it issued the XRP cryptocurrency as an unregistered security. In contrast, the SEC has indicated that it would not be treating the two largest cryptocurrencies, Bitcoin and Ether, as securities for securities law

110. See infra Part III.
111. 328 U.S. 293, 297–99 (1946).
112. Digital Asset Framework, supra note 32.
113. See Complaint at 1, SEC v. Ripple Labs, Inc., No. 20-cv-10832 (S.D.N.Y. Dec. 22, 2020) (“From at least 2013 through the present, Defendants sold over 14.6 billion units of a digital asset security called ’XRP,’ in return for cash or other consideration worth over $1.38 billion U.S. Dollars (’USD’), to fund Ripple’s operations and enrich Larsen and Garlinghouse. Defendants undertook this distribution without registering their offers and sales of XRP with the SEC as required by the federal securities laws, and no exemption from this requirement applied.”).
purposes. Both are decentralized, and neither relies on a third party to maintain an associated enterprise.

The Code contains several provisions that apply to securities. Consistency between tax law and securities law may sound appealing because determinations for securities law purposes would allow taxpayers to avoid additional analysis under the tax law. The initial appeal, however, is not ultimately warranted, and the investment-contract analysis and Howey test should not be dispositive as to tax classifications. The SEC and securities laws exist to protect investors and ensure the functioning of markets. The tax laws, in contrast, exist to raise revenue in a reasonable and equitable way. The remainder of this Part will analyze several provisions of the Code that turn on whether a crypto asset is a “security.”

B. Wash-Sale Rules

1. Statutory Restrictions on Loss Harvesting

Suppose that you invested in Peloton Interactive, Inc. in December 2020. At that time, the share price of Peloton reached a price of about $162. By February 2022, however, shares of Peloton had fallen to about $25. Despite this recent collapse, you continue to believe that Peloton is a good financial investment. For tax purposes, however, you would like to deduct the loss. So, you sell your shares of Peloton in February 2022 in the hopes of claiming a loss deduction of $125 per share. To maintain your Peloton investment, however, you quickly replace the sold shares with newly purchased ones. At the end of February, your investment in Peloton remains as it was at the beginning.


115. See Hinman, supra note 114.

116. Whether the tax classification is relevant to the securities-law issue is beyond the scope of this Article.


120. Cf. I.R.C. § 165(a) (granting loss deduction); Treas. Reg. § 1.165-4(a) (1960) (describing potential loss deduction upon sale or exchange of stock).
Under the Code, taxpayers account for gain and loss when “realized” by a sale or exchange. While you technically sold your original Peloton stock, you have not substantially changed your economic position over the course of February 2022. Thus, the “realization event” of the sale was undermined by the replacement. Reflecting these concerns, section 1091(a) disallows the loss deduction as resulting from a “wash sale”:

In the case of any loss claimed to have been sustained from any sale or other disposition of shares of stock or securities where it appears that, within a period beginning 30 days before the date of such sale or disposition and ending 30 days after such date, the taxpayer has acquired . . . or has entered into a contract or option so to acquire, substantially identical stock or securities, then no deduction shall be allowed . . . .

The statutory analysis is straightforward. Peloton is stock. Within thirty days of selling Peloton, you acquired “substantially identical” stock. (You bought and sold Peloton stock.) As a result, no deduction shall be allowed for the $125 per share loss realized on the initial sale. The policy behind denying the loss deduction is straightforward as well. According to the IRS, “[t]he purpose of the wash sales provisions is to prevent tax manipulation by a taxpayer who attempts to recognize a loss on the sale of ‘securities’ while maintaining an identical or nearly identical investment position.”

The question becomes murkier if we move from Peloton to Bitcoin. Suppose you bought Bitcoin at its all-time high of $67,500 in November 2021. In February 2022, you sold it for $40,000 but quickly replaced the sold Bitcoin. May you deduct the resulting loss of $27,500? The answer turns on the classification of Bitcoin as a security.

2. Wash-Sale “Securities”

Note that the wash-sale rules in section 1091(a) apply only to a “loss claimed to have been sustained from any sale or other disposition of shares of stock or securities.” Peloton is clearly “stock.” Crypto assets typically are not. They are representations of value not backed by any assets. Are crypto assets “securities”? Based on the limited authorities, it is unlikely

121. See Treas. Reg. § 1.1001-1(a) (as amended in 2017) (referring to the gain or loss realized from the sale or exchange of property); see also Treas. Reg. §§ 1.165-1(b) (as amended in 1977) (requiring losses to be evidenced by “closed and completed transactions”), §4(a) (denying deductions for mere decline in value).
122. I.R.C. § 1091(a).
124. See supra note 36 and accompanying text.
that a court would interpret securities to include Bitcoin, Ether, or most other crypto assets.

In *Gantner v. Commissioner*, the United States Tax Court held that “section 1091(a) does not apply to disallow losses sustained on the sales of stock options.”125 Part of this holding was based on the court’s parsing of the plain language of the statute. For section 1091(a) to apply, there must be a disposition of stock or securities and a reacquisition within thirty days.126 At the time of the decision, the statute expressly included options in the “reacquisition” prong but not in the “disposition” prong of the statute.127 So, if the taxpayer had sold shares of stock and, within thirty days, acquired options to purchase the same, section 1091(a) would apply. This express inclusion in the reacquisition prong led the court to conclude that options must be outside the disposition prong. As a result, the disposition of options did not trigger section 1091(a). This fine reading sheds no light on whether crypto assets are subject to the wash-sale rules. Unlike options, crypto assets are not mentioned in the statute at all.

The Tax Court buttressed its textual analysis, however, with an examination of the market for options. Congress did not contemplate including options in the wash-sale rules because option markets did not exist when the statute was drafted in the early 1920s.128 Congress amended other statutes as option markets developed but did not amend the wash-sale rules.

[T]he facts that (1) there is no legislative history to indicate that Congress ever has intended stock options to be “securities” within the meaning of section 1091, (2) there was no significant market for the resale of options when Congress first passed a statutory wash sale provision in the 1920s, and (3) Congress has not amended section 1091 so as to include stock options specifically within the purview of that statute, when taken together, lead us to conclude that Congress has never intended for losses on sales of stock options to be subject to disallowance under the statutory wash-sale provision of section 1091.129

---

125. 91 T.C. 713, 724–25 (1988), aff’d, 905 F.2d 241 (8th Cir. 1990).
126. Id. at 720.
127. See id. at 720–21. Congress would later amend the statute so that options on stock and securities are covered by both prongs. See Technical and Miscellaneous Revenue Act of 1988, Pub. L. No. 100-647, § 5075(a), 102 Stat. 3342, 3682 (amending I.R.C. § 1091(a)) (“For purposes of this section, the term ‘stock or securities’ shall, except as provided in regulations, include contracts or options to acquire or sell stock or securities.”).
128. See Gantner, 91 T.C. at 724 (“The fact that there was no ready resale market for stock options in 1921 end 1924 would explain why Congress did not then contemplate stock options being ‘stock or securities’ for purposes of section 1091.”).
129. Id.
This analysis of legislative intent applies equally to options and crypto assets. They certainly did not exist when Congress enacted the wash-sale rules, and Congress has not amended the statute to cover them.\textsuperscript{130}

Other authorities support excluding most crypto assets from the wash-sale rules. In an internal General Counsel Memorandum, the IRS looked to another Code provision, section 1236(c), to interpret the wash-sale rules.\textsuperscript{131} Under it, “‘security’ means any share of stock in any corporation, certificate of stock or interest in any corporation, note, bond, debenture, or evidence of indebtedness, or any evidence of an interest in or right to subscribe to or purchase any of the foregoing.”\textsuperscript{132} This definition seems to exclude Bitcoin, Ether, and most crypto assets because they do not represent equity or debt in a corporation or an option on such equity or debt. Some specialized crypto assets, however, could well represent shares in a corporation or indebtedness.\textsuperscript{133}

Because of \textit{Gantner} and similar analysis, practitioners typically argue that the current wash-sale rules do not apply to crypto assets.\textsuperscript{134} Before concluding crypto assets are categorically exempt from the wash-sale rules, we must remember that some narrow categories of crypto assets could be construed as “investment contracts” and thus as securities under the securities laws. For example, a DAO may simply be a disguised corporation issuing securities in the guise of a crypto asset.\textsuperscript{135} Nevertheless, the \textit{Gantner} analysis does not seem to cover mere investment contracts; the section 1236(c) definition clearly does not. Absent some new theory of the wash-sale rules, crypto assets should be excluded from their scope under current law unless they represent equity or debt in a corporation or an option on either.


\textsuperscript{131} See I.R.S. Gen. Couns. Mem. 39,551 (Aug. 26, 1986) (“Accordingly, we view Temp. Reg. 1.1092(b)-5T(g) as defining the term ‘securities’ in section 1091 with reference to the definition of ‘securities’ in section 1236(c).”).

\textsuperscript{132} I.R.C. § 1236(c).


\textsuperscript{134} See, e.g., Andrea S. Kramer, \textit{When Virtual Currency Positions Are Subject to the Wash Sales Rule}, MCDERMOTT WILL & EMERY (June 17, 2020), https://www.mwe.com/insights/when-virtual-currency-positions-are-subject-to-the-wash-sales-rule/ [https://perma.cc/E78X-X3N3] (“Some convertible virtual currencies—such as Bitcoin—are likely to be treated as ‘commodities’ for tax purposes, not as actual stock or securities. As a result, losses from the sale, exchange or other disposition of convertible virtual currencies are not deferred under the wash sales rules.”).

\textsuperscript{135} See \textit{infra} note 197 and accompanying text; \textit{cf. supra} Section III.A (discussing securities law treatment of cryptocurrencies and digital assets).
3. Crypto Assets and the Larger Purposes of the Wash-Sale Rules

Broadly stated, the wash-sale rules prevent taxpayers from deducting losses when they have not suffered a change in economic position. Under the realization doctrine, taxpayers elect when they realize gain or loss by choosing the time they sell or exchange assets. By their own inaction and failure to sell, taxpayers defer gains when they do not desire to change their underlying investments. The wash-sale rules enact a rough type of parity. While maintaining their investment position, taxpayers may defer taxable gains but should not be allowed to accelerate deductible losses.136

Thus, the wash-sale rules filter certain losses, deferring taxpayers’ deductions.137 Mechanically, the filter applies when both (1) taxpayers dispose of stock or securities and (2) within thirty days before or after the disposition, “acquire[] substantially identical stock or securities.”138 Presumably, Congress made “stock or securities” subject to the wash-sale rules because they are fungible. Investors are ordinarily indifferent as to which corporate share they own (so long as they are of the same class). Outside of taxes and broker fees, next to nothing has happened if an investor sells a share of Peloton and reacquires a share a minute later.139 We could contrast this result with the sale and reacquisition of real property. If a taxpayer sells Blackacre for cash and immediately acquires Whiteacre, she is in a markedly different economic position.140

Like stock and securities, cryptocurrency units and many tokens are fungible. One unit of Bitcoin is typically no different from another.141 Moreover, an investor who sells and reacquires Bitcoin in quick succession has had no appreciable change in her economic position. Also, “stock or securities” implies a level of liquidity for purposes of the wash-sale rules. By focusing on stock and securities, section 1091(a) prevents taxpayers

---

137. The deduction is simply deferred. See Schizer, supra note 136, at 68 (“If Section 1091 applies, it defers the taxpayer’s deduction, effectively adding it to the basis of the replacement position.”); I.R.C. § 1091(d).
138. I.R.C. § 1091(a).
139. See Chason, supra note 136, at 575–77.
140. Two related transactions are worth mentioning. First, if the taxpayer exchanged Whiteacre for Blackacre and both were investment property, loss would be deferred under the like-kind exchange rules. See I.R.C. § 1031(a). Second, if the taxpayer formally sold Whiteacre for cash and immediately reacquired it, the loss would almost certainly be denied under the sham‑transaction or economic‑substance doctrine. Cf. Knetsch v. United States, 364 U.S. 361, 366 (1960) (denying deduction from transaction characterized as a “sham” where “there was nothing of substance to be realized by [the taxpayer] from this transaction beyond a tax deduction”).
from recognizing losses that are easily realized. It is easy to generate a loss on Peloton stock because it is publicly traded in a liquid market. It is harder to generate a loss on Blackacre.

As written, the wash-sale rules do not defer losses on all fungible, liquid investments. Foreign currency is not a security for purposes of the wash-sale rules. Nor are commodity futures contracts. These exclusions reflect the statutory language rather than some larger policy. Broadening the wash-sale rules to include all fungible, liquid investments is a project worthy of consideration. This Article, however, focuses on crypto assets and concludes they should be subject to wash-sale rule limitations.

C. Information Returns

1. Returns of Brokers

Section 6045(a) requires brokers to report information regarding customer transactions to the IRS. All reports include the name and address of the customer and the gross proceeds of the transaction; reports for “covered securities” also include the customer’s adjusted basis in the security and whether any gain or loss is long-term or short-term. In November 2021, Congress amended section 6045 to expand such reporting to cover “digital assets,” which “means any digital representation of value which is recorded on a cryptographically secured distributed ledger or any similar technology.” This definition clearly captures most crypto assets as they are a “representation of value.”

The amendments treat as a broker “any person who (for consideration) is responsible for regularly providing any service effectuating transfers of

145. See I.R.C. § 6045(g)(1), (2)(A). Brokers who transfer a covered security to another broker must supply information so that the new broker can comply. See I.R.C. § 6045A(a). Similar requirements apply to the transfer of “digital assets” like cryptocurrency. See Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act, Pub. L. No. 117-58, § 80603(b), 135 Stat. 429, 1340 (2021) (amending I.R.C. § 6045A by adding § 6045A(d)).
146. § 80603(a), 135 Stat. at 1339–40 (amending I.R.C. § 6045(c)). The amendment is effective January 1, 2024, § 80603(c), 135 Stat. at 1341.
147. § 80603(b), 135 Stat. at 1340.
148. Congress’s use of the term “digital asset” is unfortunate as it historically referred to intellectual property like online images. Cf Digital Asset, WIKIPEDIA, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Digital_asset [https://perma.cc/U74F-5JYB] (last visited Dec. 15, 2022) (”Types of digital assets include, but are not exclusive to: photography, logos, illustrations, animations, audiovisual media, presentations, spreadsheets, digital paintings, word documents, electronic mails, websites, and a multitude of other digital formats and their respective metadata.”).
digital assets on behalf of another person.” The text could logically apply to miners and similar parties who validate transactions and add them to the relevant blockchain for a reward (fee). Miners do not work directly with customers and would not have access to the information required. For Bitcoin, they have access only to the transferor’s pseudonymous address and digital signature. Reporting might apply to a variety of other peripheral actors, such as providers of wallets (software and hardware used to store cryptographic information and manage transactions). Early signals suggest that regulations will limit coverage of the reporting obligations.

After the amendment, the treatment of digital (crypto) assets is relatively clear, and the details are instructive for the larger analysis of this Article. As noted above, brokers must report the basis and character of gain or loss when transacting with their customers’ “covered securities.” This term relies on a subsidiary definition, “specified securities,” which means the following:

(i) any share of stock in a corporation,

(ii) any note, bond, debenture, or other evidence of indebtedness,

(iii) any commodity, or contract or derivative with respect to such commodity, if the Secretary determines that adjusted basis reporting is appropriate for purposes of this subsection,

(iv) any digital asset, and

(v) any other financial instrument with respect to which the Secretary determines that adjusted basis reporting is appropriate for purposes of this subsection.

Thus, the amendment expressly includes many crypto assets in its definition of securities. Because categories (i) and (ii) rely primarily on legal structures, they rarely capture crypto assets. Later, this Article will argue that Congress should treat crypto (or digital) assets as securities under many

149. § 80603(a), 135 Stat. at 1340.
152. See Letter from Jonathan C. Davidson, Assistant Sec’y for Legis. Affs., to [Redacted], U.S. Sen. (Feb. 11, 2022), reprinted in TAX NOTES FED. TODAY (Feb. 15, 2022).
153. See supra note 145 and accompanying text.
155. Congress did state, however, that no inference should be drawn regarding the prior classification of digital assets. § 80603(d), 135 Stat. at 1341.
provisions of the Code. The amended information-reporting rules illustrate the feasibility of such a change.

2. Information with Respect to Foreign Financial Assets

The Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act (FATCA) requires some U.S. taxpayers to report their financial assets held outside the United States. Section 6038D requires reports from individuals holding “any interest in a specified foreign financial asset . . . if the aggregate value of all such assets exceeds $50,000.” Specified foreign financial assets include financial accounts maintained by a foreign financial institution, stocks or securities not issued by a U.S. person, and interests in foreign entities. The legal structures described by these terms would seem to exclude direct ownership of most crypto assets.

Specified foreign financial assets do, however, include “any financial instrument or contract held for investment that has an issuer or counterparty which is other than a United States person.” Neither the Code nor regulations define what a “financial instrument or contract” might be, and the term is nebulous enough that it might cover directly owned crypto assets. Most crypto assets do not, however, have an “issuer or counterparty.” Bitcoin, for example, is created by the underlying software protocol.

---

158. I.R.C. § 6038D(a).
159. See I.R.C. § 6038D(b)(1), (2)(A), (2)(C).
162. The regulations do expand upon the statutory list somewhat with the following statement: Examples of assets . . . that may be considered other specified foreign financial assets include, but are not limited to—
(1) Stock issued by a foreign corporation;
(2) A capital or profits interest in a foreign partnership;
(3) A note, bond, debenture, or other form of indebtedness issued by a foreign person;
(4) An interest in a foreign trust;
(5) An interest rate swap, currency swap, basis swap, interest rate cap, interest rate floor, commodity swap, equity swap, equity index swap, credit default swap, or similar agreement with a foreign counterparty; and
(6) Any option or other derivative instrument with respect to any of the items listed as examples in this paragraph or with respect to any currency or commodity that is entered into with a foreign counterparty or issuer.

Treas. Reg. § 1.6038D-3(d) (2014). Clearly, crypto assets are not in the list, but the list is non-exclusive.
This Article proposes targeted reform, the purpose of which is including crypto assets within appropriate definitions of securities found in the Code. Including directly owned crypto assets within FATCA reporting would implicate administrative and privacy concerns that the Article has not considered. Nevertheless, the FATCA definition is notable for our purposes as its open-ended ambiguity could encompass crypto assets.

D. Investment Companies

Taxpayers may make nontaxable transfers of appreciated property to corporations they control.\textsuperscript{163} Without this special provision, found in section 351(a), such transfers would be taxable as exchanges of the appreciated property for shares in the corporation.\textsuperscript{164} Section 351(a) allows taxpayers to convert assets from individual to corporate form without the friction of a taxable event.\textsuperscript{165}

The nonrecognition treatment was not intended to facilitate mere diversification.\textsuperscript{166} Imagine, for example, ten business executives who own stock in ten separate companies. They wish to diversify their holdings. Rather than liquidating their stock, they pool their holdings into a new corporation that they all control. Section 351(e)(1) denies the tax benefits in this example because taxpayers cannot claim nonrecognition treatment when they diversify their assets by transferring them to an “investment company.”\textsuperscript{167} The Code does not define the term investment company. By regulation, it includes “a corporation more than 80 percent of the value of whose assets (excluding cash and nonconvertible debt obligations from consideration) are held for investment and are readily marketable stocks or securities, or interests in regulated investment companies or real estate investment trusts.”\textsuperscript{168} Parallel rules apply if the transfer is to a partnership or limited liability company.\textsuperscript{169}

\textsuperscript{163} See I.R.C. § 351(a) (“No gain or loss shall be recognized if property is transferred to a corporation by one or more persons solely in exchange for stock in such corporation and immediately after the exchange such person or persons are in control . . . .”).
\textsuperscript{164} See BORIS I. BITTKER & JAMES S. EUSTICE, FEDERAL INCOME TAXATION OF CORPORATIONS & SHAREHOLDERS ¶ 3.01 (2020) (“[T]he default is to recognize gain or loss on the transaction. The transfer of the property to the corporation is a ‘sale or other disposition’ within the meaning of [I.R.C.] § 1001(a). . . .”).
\textsuperscript{165} See id. (quoting Portland Oil Co. v. Comm’r, 109 F.2d 479, 488 (1st Cir. 1940)).
\textsuperscript{166} See id. ¶ 3.15[1].
\textsuperscript{167} See I.R.C. § 351(e)(1); see also Treas. Reg. § 1.351-1(c)(1)(i) (as amended in 2016) (“The transfer results, directly or indirectly, in diversification of the transferors’ interests . . . .”).
\textsuperscript{168} Treas. Reg. § 1.351-1(c)(1)(ii). Similar rules apply if the transfer is to a regulated investment company or real estate investment trust. See id.
\textsuperscript{169} See I.R.C. § 721(b).
The question for this Article is whether stocks or securities include crypto assets. The Code defines stocks or securities to include a broad range of assets. The most relevant are “(i) money, (ii) stocks and other equity interests in a corporation, evidences of indebtedness . . . (iii) any foreign currency . . . or (viii) any other asset specified in regulations.”\footnote{I.R.C. § 351(e)(1)(B).} Category (ii) would not cover most crypto assets, which do not typically represent an interest in a corporation,\footnote{See supra Part III.} and the regulations do not cover crypto assets.\footnote{See, e.g., Treas. Reg. 1.351-1(c)(3).} We are left with two possible categories, “money” and “foreign currency”; these are discussed elsewhere\footnote{See infra Sections IV.A–B.} and probably do not capture crypto assets today. Thus, under current law, crypto assets are probably not stocks or securities for purposes of classifying a corporation or partnership as an investment company.

Nevertheless, crypto assets should be included in the definition of “stocks or securities” for purposes of section 351(a). Similar to before, suppose that ten entrepreneurs wish to pool appreciated investments they received from start-up ventures. Eight of them have stock in corporations; two of them have crypto assets. They contribute their assets to a newly formed limited liability company (LLC), which is taxed as a partnership and subject to the investment-company rules.\footnote{See supra notes 167–70 and accompanying text.} If each of the ten holdings is equal in value, the contributors have achieved a significant amount of diversification. The LLC is not an investment company because a mere 80% of its value is in stock and securities, whereas the regulations require more than 80%.\footnote{Treas. Reg. § 1.351-1(c)(1)(ii) (“more than 80 percent of the value”).} The ten investors did, however, achieve diversification, and the LLC would operate as a passive investment vehicle.

The investment-company rules should prevent this arrangement but probably do not under current law. As currently defined, stock and securities do not include crypto assets. The IRS could, however, bring crypto assets into the investment-company rules without waiting on an amendment to the Code. In addition to the three specified categories, the term stocks or securities also includes “any other asset specified in regulations.”\footnote{See I.R.C. § 351(e)(1)(B)(viii).}
E. Code Provisions that Define “Securities” Narrowly

1. Character of Gain and Loss Realized by Dealers in Securities

Broadly speaking, the Code and other authorities distinguish between dealers, traders, and investors in securities.\textsuperscript{177} Traders and investors have capital gains and losses when they sell; dealers have ordinary gains and losses. Section 1236 partially codifies this distinction, stating that “[g]ain by a dealer in securities from the sale or exchange of any security shall in no event be considered as gain from the sale or exchange of a capital asset.”\textsuperscript{178} Dealers may, however, designate certain holdings as for investment (and not for sale to customers). Such holdings would then be taxed as capital assets.\textsuperscript{179}

For our purposes, the classification problem is whether a crypto asset is a “security” for purposes of section 1236.

For purposes of [section 1236], the term “security” means any share of stock in any corporation, certificate of stock or interest in any corporation, note, bond, debenture, or evidence of indebtedness, or any evidence of an interest in or right to subscribe to or purchase any of the foregoing.\textsuperscript{180}

Bitcoin and Ether plainly fall outside of this definition. Neither is backed by any assets, nor do they represent equity or debt in a corporation.\textsuperscript{181} Notwithstanding the SEC’s assertion that it is a security, the XRP cryptocurrency falls outside this definition as well. XRP is more centralized than either Bitcoin or Ether, as it is issued by a corporation, Ripple Labs, Inc. Moreover, Ripple Labs issued it as part of a project to allow large financial institutions to make payments to each other using XRP. Nevertheless, XRP does not represent an equity or debt interest in Ripple Labs.\textsuperscript{182}

It is possible that some crypto assets could fall within the section 1236(c) definition. An issuer might “tokenize” shares in a corporation such that owning a token implies owning a share. An issuer might do this because it

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item See Bittker & Lokken, supra note 3, ¶ 47.2.2.
\item I.R.C. § 1236(a).
\item See I.R.C. § 1236(a), (b).
\item I.R.C. § 1236(c); see also Treas. Reg. § 1.1236-1(c)(1) (as amended in 1964) (restating the statutory definition).
\item See Chason, supra note 14, at 138 (“Bitcoin is not backed by any identifiable assets or business activities. Owners will never receive dividends, redemptions, or similar distributions.”).
\item See Chris Brummer & Yesha Yadav, Fintech and the Innovation Trilemma, 107 Geo. L.J. 235, 277 (2019) (referring to XRP as “a virtual currency [that] enables the transfer of value between banks and financial firms where the traditional system may be too slow, expensive, or unreliable”).
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
believes tokens transfer more efficiently than actual shares in a corporation.\textsuperscript{183} In this scenario, the token simply represents a “share of stock of [a] corporation” and clearly falls within the section 1236(c) definition. Some DeFi projects are based on credit and lending.\textsuperscript{184} If such a project represented debt in a corporation, it could also satisfy the section 1236(c) definition.

2. Mark-to-Market Taxation for Securities Dealers and Traders

Normally, the income tax follows the realization doctrine. Merely holding appreciating assets does not result in taxable gain.\textsuperscript{185} Tax consequences (or recognition) must wait until the taxpayer sells for cash or exchanges the property.\textsuperscript{186} Section 475 deviates from the normal realization requirement by imposing “mark-to-market” taxation on dealers in securities. Under this regime, the dealers must treat the securities as sold for fair market value on an annual basis, reporting the results as ordinary gain or loss.\textsuperscript{187} The legislative history indicates congressional concern that the realization doctrine allowed securities dealers to understate their income.

Inventories of securities generally are easily valued at year end, and, in fact, are currently valued at market by securities dealers in determining their income for financial statement purposes . . . . The committee believes that [earlier methods] generally understate the income of securities dealers and that the mark-to-market method most clearly reflects their income . . . . Consequently, [section 475] generally requires securities dealers to mark their securities inventories to market for Federal income tax purposes.\textsuperscript{188}

\textsuperscript{183} See, e.g., Eric D. Chason, Smart Contracts and the Limits of Computerized Commerce, 99 Neb. L. Rev. 330, 364 (2020) (“Ethereum and other blockchain tokens could conceivably represent ownership in anything (like shares in a corporation).”); João Pedro Quintais, Balázs Bodó, Alexandra Giannopoulou & Valeria Ferrari, Blockchain and the Law: A Critical Evaluation, 2 Stan. J. Blockchain L. & Pol’y 86, 92 (2019) (“Blockchains could be used to tokenize a number of securities (e.g. company shares, bonds, credits) and trade them against cryptocurrencies.”).

\textsuperscript{184} See generally Campbell R. Harvey, Ashwin Ramachandran & Joey Santoro, DeFi and the Future of Finance 69–95 (2021) (describing MakerDAO, Compound, and Aave projects under the heading of Credit/Lending).


\textsuperscript{186} See infra notes 324–30 and accompanying text (describing realization doctrine).

\textsuperscript{187} See I.R.C. § 475(a)(2).

Securities traders may elect this treatment, as may commodity dealers and traders. In broad terms under these provisions, “securities” refers to corporate stock and corporate debt; “commodities” is not so clearly defined but traditionally refers to agricultural products and raw materials. Later, this Article will discuss whether crypto assets could be commodities for these purposes, especially in light of the CFTC’s expansive jurisdiction over crypto assets.

Under section 475(c)(2), security includes some now-familiar arrangements: any “share of stock in a corporation” and any “note, bond, debenture, or other evidence of indebtedness.” Bitcoin, Ethereum, and most crypto assets fall outside of these categories as they are not interests in corporations and are not backed by any external assets. Some new projects like DAOs and DeFi might plausibly be characterized as debt, equity, or a derivative.

In addition to corporate equity and debt, section 475 covers any “partnership or beneficial ownership interest in a widely held or publicly traded partnership or trust.” The IRS might plausibly characterize some crypto assets as partnership interests in widely held partnerships. For example, could we view Bitcoin itself as a partnership among various parties maintaining the underlying blockchain? Reaching this conclusion would require deep analysis of not only partnerships but the economic

---

190. See I.R.C. § 475(e)(1).
191. See I.R.C. § 475(f)(2); see also infra Section IV.D (discussing whether crypto assets should be characterized as commodities for tax purposes).
192. See I.R.C. § 475(e)(2).
193. See Commodity, BLACK’S LAW DICTIONARY (11th ed. 2019) (defining a commodity as “[a]n economic good, esp. a raw material or an agricultural product”).
194. See infra Section IV.D.
195. I.R.C. § 475(c)(2)(A), (C).
196. See supra notes 181–85 and accompanying text.
197. See Yuliya Guseva, A Conceptual Framework for Digital-Asset Securities: Tokens and Coins as Debt and Equity, 80 Md. L. Rev. 166, 177 (2020) (“Security tokens are digital assets that have security-like characteristics, i.e., those that are the ‘same as or akin to traditional instruments like shares, debentures or units in a collective investment scheme.’” (citation omitted)); M. Todd Henderson & Max Raskin, A Regulatory Classification of Digital Assets: Toward an Operational Howey Test for Cryptocurrencies, ICOs, and Other Digital Assets, 2019 Colum. Bus. L. Rev. 443, 457 (noting that an SEC report “declared the sale of shares in a company run by computer code a security offering, even though there were no employees or human issuers of the security other than the code that created the autonomous corporation”); Edmund Mokhtarian & Alexander Lindgren, Rise of the Crypto Hedge Fund: Operational Issues and Best Practices for an Emergent Investment Industry, 23 Stan. J.L. Bus. & Fin. 112, 126 (2018) (“More specifically, buying DAO Tokens, would act similarly to ‘buying shares in a company and getting . . . dividends’, because token holders would have the right to vote on, and share in the proceeds of, project proposals.” (citations omitted)); infra note 348 and accompanying text.
structure of the relevant crypto assets. To date, though, the IRS has not sought to apply the partnership-tax regime of subchapter K to Bitcoin or Ethereum. Changing course seems unlikely now, especially if the goal is merely to treat the crypto assets as securities under section 475.

Section 475 is mandatory for securities dealers, but it is elective for securities traders, commodities dealers, and commodities traders. Whether a taxpayer is a “dealer” or a “trader” in crypto assets turns primarily on the taxpayer’s own activities rather than classification of the asset. For this Article, the important issue is whether a crypto asset is a security or a commodity, and deciding it determines whether dealers have mandatory (securities) or elective (commodities) coverage under section 475. Traders have elective coverage either way. Viewing section 475 in isolation, the tax-policy importance of this distinction is hard to discern. Because there is no discernable reason for special treatment, crypto assets under section 475 should be classified as securities under the general classification proposed by this Article.

3. Worthless Securities

Taxpayers typically prefer ordinary losses over capital losses. Usually, the nature of the asset determines the difference in type of loss because capital assets give rise to capital losses. Somewhat less obviously, capital losses must come about from the “sale or exchange” of the capital asset. Seeking ordinary losses, taxpayers might try to dispose of loss assets while avoiding a sale or exchange. Thus, taxpayers with worthless property might try to abandon their property rather than sell it for nominal value. Abandoned property would give rise to an ordinary loss, because it was not subject to a sale or exchange. Property sold for nominal value would give rise to a capital loss, which is subject to several limitations.

---

202. See infra note 187–92 and accompanying text.
203. See infra Section VII.D.
204. Cf. infra Section III.E.4 (arguing that crypto assets should not be treated as securities for purposes of retirement plan distributions).
206. See I.R.C. § 1222(2), (4) (differentiating a “short-term capital loss” from a “long-term capital loss,” but predetermining both on the “sale or exchange of a capital asset”).
207. Generally speaking, taxpayers must have a “realization” event before they can claim a loss deduction on an investment asset. The regulations say, “[i]t is allowable as a deduction under section 165(a), a loss must be evidenced by closed and completed transactions, fixed by identifiable events . . . .” See Treas. Reg. § 1.165-1(b) (as amended in 1977).
208. See supra note 84 and accompanying text.
Section 165(g)(1) curtails such gamesmanship with respect to securities. “If any security which is a capital asset becomes worthless during the taxable year, the loss resulting therefrom shall, for purposes of this subtitle, be treated as a loss from the sale or exchange, on the last day of the taxable year, of a capital asset.” The rule applies only to securities, which section 165(g)(2) defines primarily as corporate equity or debt: “a share of stock in a corporation”; “a right to subscribe for, or to receive, a share of stock in a corporation”; or “a bond, debenture, note, or certificate, or other evidence of indebtedness, issued by a corporation . . .” As discussed previously in this Section, crypto assets fall outside such definitions because the definitions refer only to corporate equity and debt.

4. Retirement-Plan Distributions

Typically, retirement-plan distributions are fully taxable to the employee or other distributee. A special provision defers tax for certain distributions relating to “securities of the employer.” For this purpose, “securities” includes “only shares of stock and bonds or debentures issued by a corporation with interest coupons or in registered form,” and “securities of the employer” includes “securities of a parent or subsidiary corporation . . . of the employer corporation.” Because the securities must be issued by a corporation, most crypto assets would fall outside of the provision.

The special provision uses tax incentives to support retirement policy and employee ownership. This Article does not advocate for any amendment to include crypto assets within this special provision. The issue is primarily one of retirement policy, not principles of taxation. There is a threshold question of whether crypto assets are even suitable investments for retirement plans. Regardless of this question, special subsidies should not apply to incentivize retirement-plan investments in crypto assets. While this narrow point should be clear, it does illustrate a larger lesson in

209. I.R.C. § 165(g)(1).
210. I.R.C. § 165(g)(2). The definition also covers indebtedness issued “by a government or political subdivision thereof.” § 165(g)(2)(C). The expansion beyond corporate debt and equity does not bring crypto assets within the definition.
211. See I.R.C. § 402(a).
212. See I.R.C. § 402(e)(4)(A), (B).
214. See supra notes 181–85 and accompanying text.
classifying crypto assets under the Code: Congress and the IRS cannot simply enact a blanket rule that classifies all crypto assets in a particular way (e.g., crypto assets are securities).

5. Partnership Distributions of Marketable Securities

Without diving too deeply into the world of taxing partnership distributions, we can note a couple of general principles. Distributions of “property” are generally not taxable; distributions of “money” may be.217 We can satisfy the needs of this Article by noting that property distributions usually have a better tax treatment from the perspective of the distributee.

Distributions of “marketable securities,” however, are taxed like distributions of “money.”218 This special rule, appearing in section 731(c), was designed to curtail abusive transactions in which taxpayers used partnership structures to exchange appreciated assets (like real property) for marketable securities on a tax-deferred basis.219 The legislative history notes:

Concern has arisen that taxpayers can exchange interests in appreciated assets for marketable securities while deferring or avoiding tax on the appreciation, by using the present-law rules relating to partnership distributions. The present-law rules permit a partner to exchange, tax-free, his share of appreciated partnership assets for an increased share of the partnership's marketable securities. This transaction is the virtual economic equivalent of a sale of a partner's share of the partnership's assets. If the taxpayer were to exchange an interest in an appreciated asset for cash, he generally would recognize gain on the appreciated asset; yet if the taxpayer receives a partnership distribution of marketable securities, which are nearly as easily valued and as liquid as cash, he can avoid gain recognition.220

These concerns could well extend to crypto assets, which have become more mainstream investment vehicles in recent years.221 Absent amendments to section 731(c), taxpayers might be able to use partnership structures to exchange appreciated property for crypto assets. Such

218. See I.R.C. § 731(c); Phillip Gall & David R. Franklin, Partnership Distributions of Marketable Securities, 117 TAX NOTES 687, 687 (Nov. 12, 2007).
exchanges are not allowed directly and presumably should not be allowed indirectly via a partnership. Thus, reforms should include crypto assets within the definition of “marketable securities.”

Under section 731(c), the term “marketable securities” means “financial instruments and foreign currencies which are . . . actively traded . . .” Financial instruments, in turn, “include[] stocks and other equity interests, evidences of indebtedness, options, forward or futures contracts, notional principal contracts, and derivatives.” In brief, financial instruments include equity, debt, and derivatives, and most crypto assets would fail this definition of financial instrument. As seen elsewhere, the definition of securities does not mechanically include crypto assets, but tax-policy concerns argue in favor of inclusion.

IV. CATEGORIES BEYOND SECURITIES

A. Money

The Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN) and numerous federal courts have classified Bitcoin as “money” for the non-tax purpose of enforcing currency-reporting and anti-money-laundering statutes. FinCEN’s mission is to “safeguard the financial system from illicit use, combat money laundering and its related crimes including terrorism, and promote national security through the strategic use of financial authorities and the collection, analysis, and dissemination of financial intelligence.” IRS Notice 2014-21, however, treats Bitcoin as “property.” Because FinCEN’s mission differs from the IRS’s, its classification should not be dispositive (or even relevant) under the Code.

Under the Code, money and property differ because of basis. Taxpayers need to track the basis of property so they can determine gain or loss upon

222. See infra Part VI (discussing like-kind exchanges and the realization doctrine).
223. See infra Section IV.A (discussing whether crypto assets are “money”).
224. I.R.C. § 731(c)(2)(A). A secondary definition of marketable securities includes some financial instruments that are not actively traded. For example, marketable securities includes “any financial instrument which, pursuant to its terms or any other arrangement, is readily convertible into, or exchangeable for, money or marketable securities.” I.R.C. § 731(c)(2)(B)(ii). Thus, an untraded forward contract to purchase marketable securities could itself be a marketable security.
226. See supra notes 181–85, 195–97 and accompanying text.
229. See supra note 3 and accompanying text.
Money, however, does not take a basis because it has stable value. By definition, $200 of money will not give rise to gain or loss when A later spends it because it is always worth $200.

The like-kind exchange provisions reinforce this distinction between money and property under the Code. These provisions apply when taxpayers exchange real property for real property but contain special rules for taxpayers who receive “other property or money.” Following a like-kind exchange, taxpayers must determine their basis in their newly held property. The following example illustrates the distinction between money and property in a like-kind exchange. In it, A and B make a like-kind exchange of trucks (property). Because the values of the trucks are not the same, B gives A extra cash to make up for the difference.

A, an individual in the moving and storage business, in 1954 transfers one of his moving trucks with an adjusted basis in his hands of $2,500 to B in exchange for a truck (to be used in A’s business) with a fair market value of $2,400 and $200 in cash. A realizes a gain of $100 upon the exchange, all of which is recognized under section 1031(b). The basis of the truck acquired by A is determined as follows:

| Adjusted basis of A’s former truck | $2,500 |
| Less: Amount of money received | $200 |
| Difference | $2,300 |
| Plus: Amount of gain recognized | $100 |
| Basis of truck acquired by A | $2,400 |

The example clearly specifies A’s basis in the truck received and even uses the “money received” in the calculation. It makes no mention, however, of any basis in that money (cash).

The reason is simple. Cash (or money) is the yardstick of the tax system and does not need a basis. Cash, or currency, is the epitome of money. For purposes of administrability, the tax system treats checks as being worth

230. See I.R.C. § 1001(a) (calculating gain or loss by reference to adjusted basis).
231. See I.R.C. § 1031(b); see also Treas. Reg. § 1.1031(b)-1(a) (as amended in 1967) (explaining the differential treatment of gains or losses “[i]f the taxpayer receives other property (in addition to property permitted to be received without recognition of gain) or money”).
232. The regulations state that “the basis of the property acquired [in a like-kind exchange] is the basis of the property transferred . . . decreased by the amount of money received and increased by the amount of gain recognized on the exchange.” Treas. Reg. § 1.1031(d)-1(b) (as amended in 1967).
233. The example is drawn from a time when taxpayers could engage in like-kind exchanges of personal property. But cf. infra notes 304–07 and accompanying text (describing 2017 changes to like-kind exchanges).
234. Treas. Reg. § 1.1031(d)-1(b) (example).
their stated amount in cash. In contrast, many crypto assets fluctuate wildly in value, needing a basis to measure gain or loss. Volatile crypto assets should not be treated as money for tax purposes. If, in the example, A received $200 of Bitcoin instead of cash, A would need to assign it a basis because the Bitcoin would likely be worth a different value when A disposes of it.

Some crypto assets, known as stablecoins, are pegged to the U.S. dollar. While the IRS should be open to classifying stablecoins as “money,” doing so involves two delicate issues. First, the IRS would need to examine the stability mechanisms that peg the stablecoin to the dollar. The Tether stablecoin relies on bank accounts that are easy to interpret but have proven hard to verify. The DAI stablecoin relies on smart contracts that, while easy to verify, can be hard to interpret. Second, classifying stablecoins as “money” might implicate financial regulation, perhaps signaling to market participants that the U.S. government would support recognized stablecoins if they declined in value. Absent a thorough evaluation of stablecoins and their role in non-tax policy, they should not be treated as “money” for tax purposes.

B. Foreign Currency

Foreign currency is a form of property for U.S. tax purposes. Classification as a currency would trigger a set of specialized rules that differ from those that apply to investment assets. Perhaps most importantly, individuals with personal transactions in foreign currency may exclude up to $200 of resulting gain. The purpose of this exclusion is to spare vacationers and the like from paying tax on de minimis gain from their
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236. See, e.g., Kahler v. Comm’r, 18 T.C. 31, 35 (1952) (holding that receipt of year-end check would be taxed the same as cash).
237. Its initial basis would be “its fair market value at the date of the exchange” or $200. See I.R.C. § 1031(d).
238. See supra Section I.F.
241. Some rules apply to “securities” and “money” in the same fashion. I.R.C. § 731(c), discussed in Section III.E.5, treats marketable securities as money when taxing certain partnership distributions. This parallel treatment is fully consistent with the recommendation that crypto assets be characterized as securities and not money. For example, current law treats stock in a publicly traded corporation as money under I.R.C. § 731(c). That being said, such stock is not generally treated as money.
242. See BTITK & LOKKEN, supra note 3, at ¶ 74.7.1 (“A nonfunctional currency is treated as property other than money, having a basis (usually cost) in the functional currency, and gain or loss on its disposition is exchange gain or loss.”).
foreign currency holdings. The exclusion is not available for crypto assets because they are not “currency” under IRS Notice 2014-21. As a result, owners must calculate gain or loss every time they use crypto assets to buy or sell goods and services. Crypto advocates have long pushed for an expansion of the exclusion to cover crypto assets, and variations have made their way into recently proposed legislation. Expanding the exclusion would simplify the use of crypto assets for day-to-day purchases as users would not need to calculate any tax consequences.

As applied to foreign-currency transactions, the exclusion would rarely produce a significant windfall. Most foreign currencies are relatively stable against the U.S. dollar, giving rise to a relatively small amount of potential gain on foreign currency. Crypto assets, however, have enormous volatility. Some, like Bitcoin, have enjoyed massive appreciation against the dollar in recent years. Furthermore, holdings of crypto assets by U.S. individuals have skyrocketed in recent years. Bringing crypto assets into the exclusion would be a massive expansion of its current application.

The exclusion appears to apply on a per-transaction basis, further undermining its usability for crypto assets. Section 988(e)(2) says, “[t]he exclusion shall not apply if the gain which would otherwise be recognized on the transaction exceeds $200.” Suppose A was an early Bitcoin miner and holds 100 BTC with a basis of zero. In early February 2022, A’s holdings are worth roughly $4.2 million. So long as Bitcoin does not decline, A has plenty of assets to live comfortably for the rest of her life. If the section 988(e)(2) exclusion were available to her on a per-transaction basis, she would have a strong incentive to structure her living expenses in payments of Bitcoin worth $200 or less. For example, if she paid monthly rent of $6,000 using Bitcoin, she would recognize gain of $6,000 upon each payment. This result is appropriate as she is realizing previously untaxed gain. In contrast, a literal application of the exclusion would induce her to

248. See Brito, supra note 246.
249. See Chodorow, supra note 17, at 391–92.
250. I.R.C. § 988(e)(2).
251. The earliest mining reward was 50 BTC. So, A would need to have won only two. By one report, Satoshi Nakamoto mined more than 1 million BTC. See The Satoshi Fortune, WHALE ALERT (July 20, 2020), https://whale-alert.medium.com/the-satoshi-fortune-e49cf73f9a9b [https://perma.cc/92EN-BHNN].
252. Cf. supra note 35 and accompanying text (estimating an early February 2022 price of $42,000 per unit).
negotiate daily rent of $200, payable in Bitcoin. Under the renegotiated rental, A would not recognize any gain.

In June 2021, El Salvador classified Bitcoin as legal tender.\textsuperscript{253} To date, this move has not prompted the IRS to reclassify Bitcoin as “currency” rather than “property.” At some point, the IRS may need to do so, particularly if individuals and businesses use Bitcoin for day-to-day transactions more commonly in El Salvador. Professor Adam Chodorow predicted, in 2016, that some future country would recognize Bitcoin as legal tender.\textsuperscript{254} Nevertheless, Professor Chodorow urged that such recognition should not convert Bitcoin into foreign currency for U.S. tax purposes because, unlike all other foreign currencies, Bitcoin is not \textit{issued} by a foreign government.\textsuperscript{255}

Recognition of Bitcoin as foreign currency would also create a huge tax schism among crypto assets. Bitcoin would be taxed under very different principles from Ether and other large cryptocurrencies. The differences would not further sound policy but rather extend a tax windfall to successful Bitcoin investors. Unless economic usage truly differs, crypto assets should generally be taxed on a similar basis. Thus, Bitcoin and other crypto assets should not be classified as foreign currency.

\textbf{C. Actively Traded Personal Property}

\textit{1. Straddles}

Derivative contracts derive their value from other assets. Forward contracts are perhaps the simplest derivative. They are simply executory contracts in which one party commits to buy, and the other party commits to sell, property at a fixed price and time in the future.\textsuperscript{256} Such an arrangement could be used to speculate on price movements in the future. If I think gold will fall in value, I could speculate by entering a forward contract to sell gold at a fixed price.\textsuperscript{257} The other party might be speculating in the opposite direction, hoping to profit on an expected increase in gold prices. Quite possibly, neither of us could be interested in owning gold.

Market participants can enter into multiple derivative contracts in order to increase or decrease their overall exposure to the underlying assets (e.g., gold in our example). Furthermore, separately risky contracts might

\begin{enumerate}
\item \textsuperscript{253} See Sarah Paez, \textit{El Salvador Makes Bitcoin Legal Tender}, 171 TAX NOTES FED. 1830 (June 14, 2021).
\item \textsuperscript{254} \textit{Cf.} Chodorow, supra note 17, at 382 (“It seems only a matter of time before some country somewhere, perhaps a tax haven, declares Bitcoin to be legal tender.”).
\item \textsuperscript{255} See \textit{id.} at 381–84.
\item \textsuperscript{256} \textit{See} \textit{JOHN C. HULL, OPTIONS, FUTURES AND OTHER DERIVATIVES} 6 (10th ed. 2018).
\item \textsuperscript{257} See \textit{id.} at 14 (describing how speculators use futures contracts).
\end{enumerate}
combine to have little or no risk. Suppose that I enter into two forward contracts. In one, A and I agree that I will buy gold in eighteen months. In the other, B and I agree that I will sell gold in eighteen months. So long as A and B are creditworthy, nothing has happened to me economically. Vis-à-vis A, I am “long,” profiting if gold rises in price; vis-à-vis B, I am “short,” profiting if gold falls in price. The two contracts seemingly offset.\(^{258}\)

From a tax perspective, though, I might use such offsetting contracts to my advantage. Suppose that gold rises in price eleven months from now. The B contract becomes a liability to me, and I pay B an amount to settle my obligations. I then take a deduction for this payment as loss. The A contract becomes an asset, but I do nothing to realize the appreciation at the eleven-month point. I might even buy the gold when the A contract matures and defer my gain indefinitely.

Under the Code, the A and B contracts combine to make a “straddle,” and section 1092(a) limits my ability to deduct losses in such straddles. In the example, I could not deduct the eleven-month loss on the B contract if it is offset by unrecognized gain in the A contract.\(^{259}\) To be more precise, section 1092(a)(1)(A) denies a deduction on a “position” if there is unrecognized gain on an “offsetting position.”\(^{260}\) An offsetting position results where the taxpayer has “a substantial diminution of the . . . risk of loss.”\(^{261}\)

The hook for crypto assets comes from the definition of a “position,” which means “an interest (including a futures or forward contract or option) in personal property”\(^{262}\) so long as the personal property is “of a type which is actively traded.”\(^{263}\) Under the regulations, “[a]ctively traded personal property includes any personal property for which there is an established financial market.”\(^{264}\) Crypto assets are clearly “personal property” under IRS Notice 2014-21.\(^{265}\) Thus, they are subject to the straddle rules if they transact on an “established financial market.” The regulations provide examples of established financial markets in more traditional contexts.\(^{266}\) Large crypto assets, like Bitcoin and Ether, have markets that surely qualify as established. Smaller crypto assets probably do not.

\(^{258}\) Cf. id. at 6 (comparing long and short positions).
\(^{259}\) See I.R.C § 1092(a)(1)(A).
\(^{260}\) Id.
\(^{261}\) See I.R.C. § 1092(c)(2)(A).
\(^{262}\) I.R.C. § 1092(d)(2).
\(^{263}\) I.R.C. § 1092(d)(1).
\(^{264}\) Treas. Reg. § 1.1092(d)-1(a) (as amended in 2014).
\(^{265}\) See I.R.S. Notice 2014-21, supra note 1, at 938, Q&A 1.
\(^{266}\) See, e.g., Treas. Reg. § 1.1092(d)-1(b)(1)(i) (referring to a “national securities exchange that is registered under section 6 of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (15 U.S.C. 78f)”).
2. Passive Activity Loss Limitations

Actively traded personal property also makes an appearance in section 469, which limits the deductibility of business losses incurred by taxpayers who do not materially participate in the business. More precisely, section 469 targets any “passive activity,” meaning “any activity . . . which involves the conduct of any trade or business, and . . . in which the taxpayer does not materially participate.”267 If the oxymoron “passive activity” is confusing, note that it means a business in which the taxpayer does not materially participate.

Congress enacted these limits because taxpayers could otherwise seek out businesses that generate tax losses, become passive owners in them, and claim a share of the losses as their own without economic cost. Before Congress acted, passive activity losses were mainstays of tax-shelter activity.268 Section 469 does not prohibit such losses completely. Taxpayers may use losses from passive activities to offset income from them.269 As a result, taxpayers with passive activity losses cannot use those losses unless they have passive activity income. Conceptually, we can think of passive activity income and loss as constituting a “basket” covering business activities (trade or business) in which the taxpayer did not materially participate.270 Losses in the basket do reduce income in the basket, but net losses from the basket cannot be deducted against income in the basket.

Investment income—seemingly the epitome of passive income—is outside the basket. The basket captures business activities, and mere investors are not engaged in a trade or business for tax purposes.271 Within sufficient activity, however, investors can become active traders who are considered to be engaged in a trade or business. Nevertheless, special rules keep trading gains out of the passive-activity basket because they are closer to portfolio income than true business income.272 Under the regulations, the “activity of trading personal property” is not a passive activity, even if it is

267. I.R.C. § 469(c)(1).
269. I.R.C. § 469(d)(1).
270. See Leandra Lederman, A Tisket, A Tasket: Basketing and Corporate Tax Shelters, 88 WASH. U. L. REV. 557, 559–60 (2011) (“Basketing generally restricts individuals’ ability to deduct passive or investment-type expenses and losses from active-type income, but not vice versa. . . . [T]hey can deduct so-called ‘passive activity losses’ only from passive income gains, not from other income (such as salary).” (footnotes omitted)).
272. See T.D. 8175, 1988-1 C.B. 191, 194 (1988) (“In some circumstances, the activity of trading personal property (such as securities or commodities or other property of a type that is actively traded) for one’s own account has been treated as a trade or business. Even in those circumstances, however, the income or loss from the activity resembles portfolio income or loss in that it results entirely from the holding and sale of personal property.”).
a trade or business in which the taxpayer does not materially participate. These regulations look to the straddle rules dealing with actively traded personal property.

3. Application to Crypto Assets

Of the present-law categories considered in this Article, actively traded personal property presents perhaps the best fit for crypto assets. According to Notice 2014-21, crypto assets are considered property, and they are certainly intangible and personal in nature. Many crypto assets will be actively traded on an established exchange. Such crypto assets would be actively traded personal property under sections 1092 (dealing with straddles) and 469 (dealing with passive active losses). As described below, this category could serve as the basis for law reform efforts, treating actively traded crypto assets as securities for purposes of the Code.

D. Commodities

As discussed above, section 475(a) requires dealers in securities to pay tax on a “mark-to-market basis.” Traders in securities may elect into this regime. Like traders in securities, dealers and traders in commodities may also elect mark-to-market taxation. For traders, the classification of crypto assets as “securities” or “commodities” does not matter, because mark-to-market taxation is elective regardless. The classification does matter, however, to dealers, because mark-to-market taxation is mandatory for securities dealers but elective for commodities dealers.

Somewhat unhelpfully, section 475(e)(2)(A) says that a commodity means “any commodity which is actively traded (within the meaning of section 1092(d)(1)).” “Commodity” just means “commodity” other than one not actively traded. We have already discussed the meaning of “actively traded” in connection with the straddle rules. Two interpretations might preclude finding that a crypto asset is a commodity.

First, the legislative history indicates that “commodities for purposes of the provision would include only commodities of a kind customarily dealt

---

274. See Temp. Treas. Reg. § 1.469-1T(c)(6)(ii) (“[T]he term ‘personal property’ means personal property (within the meaning of section 1092(d) . . . .”), I.R.C. § 1092(d)(1) (“The term ‘personal property’ means any personal property of a type which is actively traded.”).
275. See infra Section VII.A.
276. See supra Section III.E.2.
279. See infra Section IV.C.1.
in on an organized commodities exchange."

This statement could arguably exclude crypto assets from the definition of commodities by tying commodity status to the time the statute was enacted. Second, according to some sources, the term commodity implies a tangible asset. Black’s Law Dictionary offers two definitions: “1. An article of trade or commerce. The term embraces only tangible goods, such as products or merchandise, as distinguished from services. 2. An economic good, esp. a raw material or an agricultural product.” Similarly, regulations elsewhere in the Code define commodity to mean “tangible personal property of a kind that is actively traded or with respect to which contractual interests are actively traded.”

Regulations promulgated by the CFTC take a much broader view of the term. It includes virtually every imaginable agricultural product (except for onions!). More importantly, the CFTC definition of commodities also includes “all services, rights and interests . . . in which contracts for future delivery are presently or in the future dealt in.” Thus, the regulation allows the CFTC to regulate a broad range of futures contracts on commodities. The CFTC has asserted that Bitcoin and Ether are commodities, and courts have validated this jurisdiction.

Because of these differing interpretations, it remains unclear whether crypto assets are commodities for purposes of section 475. On the one hand, the legislative history suggests a historical review, treating property as a commodity only if “customarily” traded on a commodities exchange. Arguably, commodity treatment should extend only to tangible property. The CFTC, in contrast, has successfully asserted that Bitcoin and Ether are commodities.

---

285. 17 C.F.R. § 1.3 (defining commodity).
286. The CFTC has “exclusive jurisdiction . . . with respect to . . . transactions involving swaps or contracts of sale of a commodity for future delivery . . . .” 7 U.S.C. § 2(a)(1)(A).
289. See McDonnell, 287 F. Supp. 3d at 228; My Big Coin Pay, 334 F. Supp. 3d at 498.
Other provisions in the Code are also mixed or ambiguous in classifying crypto assets as commodities. Section 7704(a) generally treats publicly traded partnerships as corporations but exempts partnerships with a large amount of “qualifying income.” Qualifying income, for this purpose, includes “income and gains from commodities . . . or futures, forwards, and options with respect to commodities.” Beyond that statement, there is no further definition. Section 864(b) contains a series of exclusions relevant to the source of income (foreign vs. U.S.). One of the exclusions applies to trading in commodities. Interpreting this provision, the IRS said, “[t]he word ‘commodities’ is used in section 864(b)(2)(B) of the Code in its ordinary financial sense and includes all products that are traded in and listed on commodity exchanges located in the United States. Furthermore, the word ‘commodities’ includes the actual commodity and commodity futures contracts.” Presumably, the reference to commodity exchanges would capture those crypto assets within the CFTC’s jurisdiction.

On the other hand, regulations under section 954 seemingly exclude crypto assets from the definition of a commodity. Under the regulation, “the term commodity includes tangible personal property of a kind that is actively traded or with respect to which contractual interests are actively traded.” The word “includes” might suggest that the definition could cover intangible property.

V. THE SUPERIORITY OF THE SECURITIES CLASSIFICATION

Relatively few crypto assets would be classified as securities under the Code because most of the tax definitions rely on a finding that the asset is equity or debt in a corporation. Generally speaking, crypto assets are neither. DAOs and DeFi projects might be characterized as equity and debt in a corporation under such definitions. Because Bitcoin, Ether, and other large crypto assets would not, they fall outside the many provisions that apply special treatment to securities.

Looking beyond the language of the Code, following non-tax designations would import problems that have little to do with tax policy. At present, Bitcoin’s and Ether’s non-tax treatment is relatively clear: the CFTC and the SEC view them as commodities. The SEC has suggested,
however, that Ether should have been classified as a security upon inception and that it only later evolved into a commodity.\textsuperscript{296} Depending upon the outcome of \textit{SEC v. Ripple Labs}, a similar evolution might occur with respect to XRP.\textsuperscript{297}

Current law and regulatory classifications do no better when classifying crypto assets as commodities for tax purposes. The strongest argument in favor of this classification is the fact that the CFTC has exerted jurisdiction over Bitcoin and Ether. To be sure, they are the two largest cryptocurrencies. Nevertheless, it is unclear whether the CFTC could exert jurisdiction over crypto assets in general.\textsuperscript{298} Deferring to the CFTC would also require taxpayers and authorities to navigate the intersection between CFTC and SEC jurisdiction. While the CFTC has exerted jurisdiction over Bitcoin and Ether, the SEC has claimed jurisdiction over XRP. For countless other crypto assets, it could be unclear where jurisdiction lies. Indeed, some observers have detected the beginning of a turf war between the SEC and the CFTC on whether crypto assets should generally be regulated as securities or commodities.\textsuperscript{299}

Even if the non-tax designations were relatively clear, they could lead to different taxation of similar assets. Bitcoin, Ether, and XRP have different regulators, but this fact offers no obvious basis for different tax treatments. For example, SEC enforcement actions should not affect the tax consequences of XRP transactions. If they did, the tax consequences might change when the SEC brought the action and later if the SEC lost in court.\textsuperscript{300} Thus, relying on non-tax regulators would lead to an ambiguous or changing tax status. Many crypto assets could even have no status if neither the SEC nor the CFTC asserts jurisdiction.

Despite these difficulties, the tax policies involved usually point toward classifying crypto assets as securities under the Code. The wash-sale rules

\textsuperscript{296} See Hinman, \textit{supra} note 114 (“And putting aside the fundraising that accompanied the creation of Ether, based on my understanding of the present state of Ether, the Ethereum network and its decentralized structure, current offers and sales of Ether are not securities transactions.”).

\textsuperscript{297} \textit{Cf. supra} note 113 and accompanying text (describing SEC’s claims with respect to Ripple Labs and the XRP crypto asset).

\textsuperscript{298} \textit{See generally supra} notes 284–88 and accompanying text (summarizing CFTC’s jurisdiction over crypto assets).


present a compelling policy argument. They prevent taxpayers from artificially harvesting their losses on securities by selling and repurchasing them in closely timed transactions. To deduct a loss on securities, taxpayers must have some economic change, waiting more than thirty days before replacing securities sold at a loss.\textsuperscript{301} Reflecting on the purposes of the wash-sale rules, this Article concludes that they should apply to liquid, fungible assets. It reached a similar conclusion for other (but not all) provisions using the term securities.

Categorizing crypto assets as commodities would not achieve these tax policy goals. For example, the wash-sale rules would not cover crypto assets if classified as commodities.\textsuperscript{302} Other special provisions treat commodities and securities similarly. For example, traders of commodities and securities can both elect mark-to-market taxation of their trading.\textsuperscript{303} Thus, incremental reform efforts should bring crypto assets into the securities category. Because the language of the Code prevents the IRS from doing so, Congress would need to authorize the IRS to classify crypto assets as securities.

VI. BEYOND SECURITIES: ASSET-TO-ASSET COMPARISONS

A. Introduction

Previously, this Article considered how crypto assets should be classified under various provisions of the Code. For example, it asked whether Bitcoin is a “security” under section 1091(a), thus making it subject to the wash-sale rules. When analyzing these classification problems, we considered a single crypto asset (e.g., Bitcoin) and a single category (e.g., security under section 1091(a)).

Other provisions and doctrines introduce a new dimension. Before 2018, for example, taxpayers could engage in a like-kind exchange of personal property under section 1031(a).\textsuperscript{304} To qualify for this special treatment,
there must be two (or more) properties which are of a like kind.\textsuperscript{305} Thus, the classification of “like kind” applies not to one but to two properties. After 2017, like-kind exchanges are not available to personal property (including crypto assets).\textsuperscript{306} Still, a similar problem can arise under the realization doctrine. Briefly stated, this problem is whether the exchange of two economically equivalent cryptocurrencies results in a taxable event at all.

Despite the added dimension, these problems remain ones of classification. Are Ether and Litecoin of “like kind”? Are Bitcoin and Wrapped Bitcoin sufficiently different that their exchange is taxable? And, after identifying the assets and the underlying provisions, the remaining analysis should apply to the entire system. If Bitcoin and Wrapped Bitcoin exchanges are taxable for one taxpayer, then they are for all taxpayers.

\textbf{B. Like-Kind Exchanges}

Before 2018, a taxpayer might have argued that she could conduct a like-kind exchange of one crypto asset for another under section 1031(a).\textsuperscript{307} For example, in early 2017, 1 BTC was worth about $1,000\textsuperscript{308} and 1 ETH was worth about $10.\textsuperscript{309} A taxpayer who exchanged 1 BTC for 100 ETH might claim that any gain should not be recognized.

In a recent Chief Counsel Advice Memorandum,\textsuperscript{310} the IRS rejected like-kind exchange treatment for exchanges between Bitcoin, Ether, and Litecoin. According to the IRS, all three assets have different purposes and exist on different blockchains. Particularly before 2018, Bitcoin and Ether acted as “on ramps” for crypto-asset trading. Traders could not always buy other cryptocurrencies for dollars, but they could more readily buy Bitcoin

\textsuperscript{305} Section 1031(a)(1) reads as follows:
No gain or loss shall be recognized on the exchange of real property held for productive use in a trade or business or for investment if such real property is exchanged solely for real property of like kind which is to be held either for productive use in a trade or business or for investment.

Before 2018, the provision referred simply to “property” rather than “real property,” making it possible to have a like-kind exchange of personal property. See BITTKER & LOKKEN, supra note 3, ¶ 44.2.3 (“Until 2018, an exchange of tangible personal property could qualify for nonrecognition under § 1031.”).

\textsuperscript{306} See Eli Cole, Note, Cryptocurrency and the § 1031 Like Kind Exchange, 10 HASTINGS SCI. & TECH. L.J. 75, 87 (2019) (“The Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017 significantly limits the scope of § 1031 by restricting application of the statute to real property. Therefore, § 1031 patently prevents any like kind exchange between cryptocurrency post-2017.” (footnote omitted)).

\textsuperscript{307} See supra note 305.


\textsuperscript{310} I.R.S. CCA 202124008 (June 18, 2021).
and Ether and exchange them for other cryptocurrencies (like Litecoin). For this reason, the IRS asserted that Litecoin was not of a like-kind with respect to either Bitcoin or Ether. Bitcoin and Ether are not a like-kind either, according to the IRS, because Ethereum’s smart contracts give it functionality that Bitcoin does not have.311

This analysis is no longer relevant to section 1031. After 2017, like-kind exchanges are limited to real property.312 It does, however, illustrate a different type of classification than ones previously considered. The Chief Counsel Advice Memorandum did not classify Bitcoin, Ether, or Litecoin into a category. Rather, it analyzed whether they shared a relationship as assets of a “like kind.” Thus, the classification problem applies to single crypto assets and to pairs of crypto assets.

C. Tumbler/Mixer Transactions

The treatment of exchanges continues to produce important issues after 2017. Using jargon that often confuses the uninitiated, the Code distinguishes between realization and recognition. Realization occurs when taxpayers “exchange . . . property for other property differing materially either in kind or in extent . . . .”313 The exchange of real property (e.g., Blackacre for Whiteacre) would always be a realization event. In general, taxpayers must recognize the gain or loss that they realize.314 Special provisions, like section 1031(a), override this general rule requiring recognition. We can frame the analysis into two questions. Was there a “realization event”? If not, there is no further analysis. If so, does a nonrecognition provision (e.g., like-kind exchange) apply? Even if like-kind exchanges are unavailable, the first question—realization—remains important to crypto assets.

Some crypto-asset exchanges may not be realization events. Consider a Bitcoin “tumbler” or “mixer” transaction, which is conducted to improve financial privacy (or obscure criminal behavior).315 For example, suppose that you represent a famous athlete who asked to be paid his salary in Bitcoin.316 Because Bitcoin payments exist on the blockchain, they are

311. See id.
312. See supra note 305.
314. See I.R.C. § 1001(c).
public for anyone to see. The public can see the receipt of the salary, but the athlete might wish to obscure what he spends his salary on.

In a tumbler or mixer transaction, several users aggregate their Bitcoin holdings as the “input” to a large, shared transaction. The transaction then gives outputs to new addresses controlled by the inputting users. The outputs maintain the same ownership level as before (less, perhaps, a fee for a facilitator). But, if we look at the blockchain after the transaction, we will not be able to identify which of the new addresses are controlled by which user.317

Suppose the athlete uses a tumbler service. The athlete has mechanically exchanged Bitcoin for Bitcoin, but the athlete never received cash in an intermediate step. What the athlete received as an output was identical to what he gave up as an input. Because the inputs and outputs are the same property—Bitcoin—they did not “differ[] materially either in kind or in extent,” so their exchange is not a realization event.318 As with like-kind exchanges, this problem is one of classification. In a given transaction, Bitcoin inputs and Bitcoin outputs do not differ materially. In contrast, Bitcoin and other crypto assets (like Ether and Litecoin) do.

D. “Wrapped” Coins

1. Moving Bitcoin to the Ethereum Blockchain

By allowing for smart contracts, the Ethereum platform added a large degree of functionality that Bitcoin does not possess (at least not currently).319 For example, Ethereum users can create “tokens,” which resemble cryptocurrency. Tokens are different from Ether, because token transactions occur only inside of user-created smart contracts whereas Ether transactions occur on the Ethereum blockchain that everyone uses.320


318. A realization event occurs upon “the conversion of property into cash, or from the exchange of property for other property differing materially either in kind or in extent, is treated as income or as loss sustained.” Treas. Reg. § 1.1001-1(a). Absent such a difference, there is no realization. See Cottage Sav. Ass’n v. Comm’r, 499 U.S. 554, 561–62 (1991) (“In a series of early decisions involving the tax effects of property exchanges, this Court made clear that a taxpayer realizes taxable income only if the properties exchanged are ‘materially’ or ‘essentially’ different.”).


320. See ANTONOPOULOS & WOOD, supra note 48, at 227 (“Sending ether is an intrinsic action of the Ethereum platform, but sending or even owning tokens is not.”).
Ethereum’s smart contracts also allow for innovative (and sometimes controversial) projects under the umbrella of DeFi. If deployed on the Ethereum blockchain, DeFi projects can transact only in those assets that exist inside Ethereum: Ether and Ethereum tokens. It could not transact in actual dollars (though some tokens act as “stablecoins” with value pegged to the dollar). Similarly, an Ethereum-based DeFi project could not transact directly in Bitcoin, because it does not exist on the Ethereum blockchain.

To work around this limitation, developers have created a new Ethereum token called “Wrapped Bitcoin.” An owner would transfer Bitcoin to a custodian, and the custodian would transfer a Wrapped Bitcoin token back to the owner. Economically, the Wrapped Bitcoin should have value equal to the value of Bitcoin or close to it. Mechanically, however, the Wrapped Bitcoin exists on the Ethereum blockchain (via a smart contract), whereas Bitcoin exists on its own blockchain.\(^\text{321}\)

2. **Realization Doctrine and Taxable Exchanges**

Suppose an owner holds 1 BTC, which she bought for $1,000 a few years ago. She exchanges it for 1 WBTC, which is worth $40,000 in early 2022.\(^\text{322}\) Does the owner have a taxable exchange, or a “realization event,” from the exchange? As noted before, a realization event occurs “from the exchange of property for other property differing materially either in kind or in extent.”\(^\text{323}\) So, the question is whether WBTC differs “materially either in kind or in extent” from BTC. Unlike the tumbler/mixer example, the BTC/WBTC does not have an easy answer.

The leading case on the realization doctrine is *Cottage Savings Association v. Commissioner*.\(^\text{324}\) In it, the taxpayer attempted to realize deductible losses on a portfolio of mortgages. Rather than selling the mortgages at a loss for cash, the taxpayer exchanged them for similar mortgages of equivalent value. The IRS argued that the taxpayer did not have a realization event because the mortgage portfolios were not materially different.\(^\text{325}\) The Supreme Court held for the taxpayer, finding a realization event upon the exchange because the exchanged portfolios had different “legal entitlements,” even if they were economically equivalent.\(^\text{326}\)

---


\(^{323}\) Treas. Reg. § 1.1001-1(a).


\(^{325}\) Id. at 556–59.

\(^{326}\) Id. at 565 (“[P]roperties are ‘different’ in the sense that is ‘material’ to the Internal Revenue Code so long as their respective possessors enjoy legal entitlements that are different in kind or extent.”).
Applying *Cottage Savings* to Wrapped Bitcoin is difficult because it is not clear what legal entitlements the owners of Bitcoin and Ethereum have. One might argue that the relevant right is the right to sign transfers with a digital signature, giving their ownership of the cryptocurrency to a new party. A Bitcoin owner’s transfer would appear on the Bitcoin blockchain; a Wrapped Bitcoin owner’s would appear in an Ethereum smart contract.

*Cottage Savings* cited and discussed older cases that further support treating the BTC/WBTC exchange as a taxable event. In *United States v. Phellis* 327 and *Marr v. United States*, 328 taxpayers held shares in corporations that had appreciated in value. The Court in *Cottage Savings* described those cases as follows:

> [In each case, the corporation in which the taxpayer held stock had reorganized into a new corporation, with the new corporation assuming the business of the old corporation. [The] corporations . . . both changed from New Jersey to Delaware corporations . . . . In each case, following the reorganization, the stockholders of the old corporation received shares in the new corporation equal to their proportional interest in the old corporation.

The question in these cases was whether the taxpayers realized the accumulated gain in their shares in the old corporation when they received in return for those shares stock representing an equivalent proportional interest in the new corporations. . . . [W]e held that the transactions were realization events. We reasoned that because a company incorporated in one State has “different rights and powers” from one incorporated in a different State, the taxpayers in *Phellis* and *Marr* acquired through the transactions property that was “materially different” from what they previously had. 329

Current law treats reincorporation as a tax-free reorganization. 330 Despite the statutory override, *Cottage Savings* looked to *Phellis* and *Marr* to find that the exchange of economically similar loan portfolios was a taxable event. Thus, the principles of *Phellis* and *Marr* remain valid. Both cases involved a change that, from an economic perspective, seemed trivial. But, because state law determines the legal entitlements of shareholders, the Court found the change resulted in realization.

---

327. 257 U.S. 156 (1921).
328. 268 U.S. 536 (1925).
330. See I.R.C. § 354(a)(1) (treating reorganizations as tax-free non-recognition events); I.R.C. § 368(a)(1)(F) (treating “a mere change in identity, form, or place of organization of one corporation, however effected” as a reorganization).
In limited circumstances, however, the IRS has allowed for tax-free conversions of assets. In Revenue Ruling 90-7, a taxpayer owned an interest in an investment trust. Under the terms of the trust, she converted that interest into a proportionate share of trust assets. The IRS ruled that the conversion was not a realization event. The reason was that, even before the exchange, the taxpayer was deemed to have been an owner of the trust assets. Because the ruling relied on trust law and trust taxation to reach this result, it has questionable application in wider contexts.

3. Analyzing the BTC/WBTC Exchange

The exchange of BTC and WBTC seems similar to the reincorporations in Phellis and Marr. BTC and WBTC should have equivalent economic value, but they exist on different blockchains. While blockchains do not, strictly speaking, provide “legal entitlements,” they do determine participants’ privileges and permissions. The most valuable privilege would be to transfer units of BTC or WBTC to a new owner. For example, the holder of BTC would look to the Bitcoin protocol to execute a transfer of BTC units. In contrast, the holder of WBTC would look to the Ethereum smart contract creating the WBTC token. Thus, as in Phellis and Marr, the source of “law” changes after the exchange, even if the value does not.

Revenue Ruling 90-7 may appear promising, as it deals with the exchange of a trust interest for an interest in trust property. In some sense, a trust is a “wrapper” for property, but so is a corporation. The difference is that tax and state law respect the separate personhood of corporations. In contrast, a trust beneficiary can be treated as the owner of the underlying property. This distinction helps reconcile Revenue Ruling 90-7 with Phellis and Marr. From a tax perspective, the beneficiary in Revenue Ruling 90-7 already owned the exchanged trust assets; in Phellis and Marr, the taxpayers were exchanging distinct assets. Revenue Ruling 90-7 should not, therefore, apply to exchanges of BTC and WBTC. An owner who exchanges 1 BTC for 1 WBTC does not remain the owner of the 1 BTC.
Absent congressional action or overt IRS forbearance, the exchange of BTC and WBTC is a realization event.

Nevertheless, the exchange of BTC for WBTC should not be taxable as a matter of good policy. The Code allows myriad nonrecognition transactions that defer tax consequences when the exchange does not alter the economic substance of the investment. Reincorporations, \textsuperscript{337} incorporations,\textsuperscript{338} and like-kind exchanges\textsuperscript{339} are examples from above. The change in form from BTC to WBTC should have similar treatment as they are close substitutes with little, if any, economic difference. In 	extit{Cottage Savings}, however, the Supreme Court interpreted the realization doctrine to apply when the exchange of property involved different legal entitlements even if the economic attributes of the exchange properties are very similar.\textsuperscript{340} Analogizing the different blockchains to different legal entitlements would imply that the exchange of BTC and WBTC is taxable.

As with other determinations in this Article, the analysis does not depend upon a wide range of taxpayer-specific facts and circumstances. For example, we can analyze the exchange of BTC and WBTC without needing to know anything about the taxpayer’s intent. Because the common facts dictate common tax consequences, the IRS should announce how it thinks the exchange of BTC and WBTC would be taxed. Such a broad announcement would be efficient for both taxpayers, who could look to an IRS announcement rather than engaging in their own separate analysis. The IRS may also benefit if the announcement leads to better compliance and less controversy.

VII. SOLVING CRYPTO’S TAX CLASSIFICATION PROBLEMS

A. Expanding “Securities” to Cover Actively Traded Crypto Assets

While this Article accepts the IRS’s classification of crypto assets as property,\textsuperscript{341} this classification is incomplete. Many provisions of the Code extend special treatment to certain kinds of property, and many of those provisions should apply to crypto assets.\textsuperscript{342} Some categories should not

\textsuperscript{337} See supra note 330 and accompanying text.

\textsuperscript{338} See supra Section III.D.

\textsuperscript{339} See supra Section VI.B.

\textsuperscript{340} As the Court said, “properties are ‘different’ in the sense that is ‘material’ to the Internal Revenue Code so long as their respective possessors enjoy legal entitlements that are different in kind or extent.” Cottage Sav. Ass’n v. Comm’r, 499 U.S. 554, 565 (1991). In contrast, the Court found “no support for [an] ‘economic substitute’ conception of material difference.” Id.

\textsuperscript{341} See supra Section II.A.

\textsuperscript{342} The goal of the foregoing was not to catalogue all the classification problems that plague cryptocurrencies. For a comprehensive treatment, see Carman, supra note 2355.
apply. Generally speaking, crypto assets are not “money,” because money is cash, a check, or other asset that has stable value in dollars. Crypto assets are also not “foreign currency,” because they are not commonly used as a medium of exchange or unit of account in foreign countries. Crypto assets are, however, “actively traded personal property,” which leads to special treatment under provisions dealing with straddles and passive-activity losses.

The two remaining categories discussed are securities and commodities. This Article does not propose a wholesale reexamination of how securities are defined and taxed under the Code. It does, though, propose that the provisions treat most crypto assets like securities. To qualify, crypto assets should be fungible (like securities). They should also be liquid or “actively traded” as described in the straddle and passive-activity loss regimes.

Many provisions define securities narrowly to mean corporate debt and equity. A limited class of crypto assets could satisfy this definition. Some observers believe that DAOs could replace corporations for some purposes. To the extent that crypto assets represent ownership in DAOs, they could well satisfy these narrow definitions of securities. Arguably, the IRS could treat these vehicles as securities without enabling legislation.

If defined as corporate equity or debt, the term “securities” does not, however, cover a broad range of crypto assets. Bitcoin and Ether, for example, are neither corporate equity nor corporate debt. Without enabling legislation, the IRS could not designate Bitcoin and Ether as a “security.”

---

343. See supra Section I.F. The IRS might designate some stablecoins as money, though doing so would be a delicate and complex project. See supra Section IV.A.
344. See supra Section IV.B.
345. See supra Section IV.C.
346. See supra Part V.
347. See, e.g., I.R.C. § 1236(c) (“For purposes of this section, the term ‘security’ means any share of stock in any corporation, certificate of stock or interest in any corporation, note, bond, debenture, or evidence of indebtedness, or any evidence of an interest in or right to subscribe to or purchase any of the foregoing.”).
348. See, e.g., Tomio Geron, DAOs Are Running Crypto. Can They Replace the Corporation, Too?, PROTOCOL (Dec. 6, 2021), https://www.protocol.com/fintech/dao-llc [https://perma.cc/P682-XYFL] (describing DAOs as “a way for people to avoid the hierarchical centralized systems in corporations or other large organizations”).
defined as corporate debt or equity, as the designation would conflict with the language of the Code. 349

Reform efforts should look to existing language in the Code. The straddle rules of section 1092 and passive-activity loss restrictions of section 469 offer a model for the classification of crypto assets. Sections 1092 and 469 do not limit their application to securities. Instead, they both apply to actively traded personal property, and this category already brings many crypto assets into sections 1092 and 469. Congress could use this model to amend the definitions of securities in the Code, including in them actively traded crypto assets. For example, Congress should amend the wash-sale rules to extend them to actively traded crypto assets. Similar amendments should apply to most of the provisions discussed in Sections 0 and 0.

Thus, Congress should separately define “actively traded” and “crypto assets” by reference to other provisions. 350 “Actively traded” would take the meaning that the straddle rules (section 1092) give it under current law and thus would require the existence of an established financial market. 351 “Crypto assets” would take the meaning given to digital assets under section 6045(g): “any digital representation of value which is recorded on a cryptographically secured distributed ledger or any similar technology.” 352

B. Current Exceptions & Future Flexibility

The securities classification works when the underlying policies connect to fungible, liquid (actively traded) assets. For example, the wash-sale rules apply to securities because one share of Peloton stock is no different from another. Also, it is relatively easy to buy replacement shares when selling Peloton at a loss. 353 The same reasoning applies to Bitcoin and most other crypto assets.

349. In Chevron U.S.A. Inc. v. Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc., the United States Supreme Court said—

When a court reviews an agency's construction of the statute which it administers, it is confronted with two questions. First, always, is the question whether Congress has directly spoken to the precise question at issue. If the intent of Congress is clear, that is the end of the matter; for the court, as well as the agency, must give effect to the unambiguously expressed intent of Congress.

467 U.S. 837, 842–43 (1984); see also Steve R. Johnson, Preserving Fairness in Tax Administration in the Mayo Era, 32 VA. TAX REV. 269, 284 (2012) (discussing when “the statute itself clearly answers the question at issue”).

350. Cf. generally supra Section IV.C (discussing actively traded personal property); supra Section III.C (discussing information reporting for digital assets).

351. See Treas. Reg. § 1.1092(d)-1(a) (as amended in 2014).


353. See supra Section III.B.1.
Some provisions of the Code refer to securities for reasons other than taxing income correctly. For example, section 402(e)(4) provides special treatment when retirement plans distribute “securities of the employer.”\textsuperscript{354} Unlike in the wash-sale rules, this definition ties “securities” to a non-tax policy, namely encouraging employee ownership.\textsuperscript{355} Crypto assets should not be considered securities under section 402(e)(4) because they do not further employee ownership. More broadly, section 402(e)(4) illustrates the problem with a blanket designation of crypto assets as securities under the Code.

In functional terms, crypto assets should be treated as securities when they are both fungible and liquid. The wash-sale rules illustrate the need for fungibility. Taxpayers who sell a security cannot claim a loss if they replace the security within a thirty-day period.\textsuperscript{356} Though crypto assets, NFTs do not satisfy this criterion and should not be treated as securities under the Code.\textsuperscript{357} Recalling the attempted wash sale of Peloton stock illustrates the need for fungibility. The fact that a taxpayer sold and bought different shares of Peloton stock is irrelevant.

The mark-to-market rules for securities dealers illustrate the need for liquidity. Under these rules, securities dealers must value their holdings on an annual basis, recognizing all gain and loss for income-tax purposes. These rules do not work, however, if the holdings are illiquid or thinly traded.\textsuperscript{358} Not every crypto asset is actively traded. Congress and the IRS should refine the definition to capture only those crypto assets that enjoy a robust trading market. Trading on a crypto exchange is an obvious criterion.\textsuperscript{359} Some crypto assets are thinly traded, and the IRS could establish trading volume thresholds that would trigger the actively traded designation. For example, the IRS might treat a crypto asset as actively traded if its daily volume is $500 million per day measured over some period. This test would capture the most liquid twenty or so crypto assets.\textsuperscript{360}

Finally, an amendment should give the IRS flexibility to handle future changes. At present, stablecoins should be treated as securities rather than as money or currency under the Code. They do not have the legal characteristics of money. Unlike cash, they are not issued by the Federal Reserve or the United States Mint. Unlike bank accounts, they are not
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guaranteed by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation. Functionally, they are not widely used as a medium of payment. Holders use them when trading on crypto exchanges as a way to shield themselves from market fluctuations without converting their accounts to fiat currency. For example, a trader might want to hold Bitcoin on days when she expects it to climb in value and to hold cash on all other days. Rather than holding actual cash, the trader might find it much more convenient to convert her Bitcoin holdings into stablecoins.361

At some point in the future, however, stablecoins may take on the characteristics of money. For example, a recent report from the President’s Working Group on Financial Markets proposed that “legislation should require stablecoin issuers to be insured depository institutions, which are subject to appropriate supervision and regulation, at the depository institution and the holding company level.”362 Such legislation should signal government support of stablecoins and a consideration of their place in financial regulation. If Congress ever passed such legislation, the IRS should seriously consider redesignating stablecoins as money. Tax legislation should enable the IRS to alter its classifications as markets and regulation of crypto assets mature.

C. Other Determinations

This Article has already noted problems that are comparative rather than categorical. Before 2018, taxpayers could engage in tax-deferred like-kind exchanges of personal property. A similar but narrower issue exists in 2018 and after under the realization doctrine itself. Taxpayers do not realize gain or loss on the exchange of crypto assets that do not differ materially.363 We can think of these problems as classifying pairs of crypto assets. Are Bitcoin and Ether of a like kind? Do Bitcoin and Wrapped Bitcoin differ materially? As with single-asset classifications, the IRS could issue guidance classifying pairs according to these standards.

System-wide determinations can be factual and found outside of the classification problems discussed above. For example, in 2017, Bitcoin underwent a “hard fork” resulting in the creation of a new cryptocurrency, Bitcoin Cash. As a result of the hard fork, every owner of Bitcoin received a new unit of Bitcoin Cash. The hard fork presented a difficult issue of taxation. Did the Bitcoin owners have gross income immediately upon the
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Those owning Bitcoin directly (rather than through a broker or “hosted wallet”) faced a common issue. If Alice and Bob both received Bitcoin Cash from the hard fork, they should both have similar tax consequences.

The IRS should have released guidance specifying Alice’s and Bob’s tax consequences. The guidance could have gone beyond the threshold issue of whether they had gross income. If they did, the IRS could have issued guidance on the per-unit value of Bitcoin Cash. For taxpayers owning their Bitcoin directly (without a third-party broker), there should be no difference in tax consequences other than the amounts involved.

As with all interpretations, caveats can apply. Many owners hold their Bitcoin through brokers, which control the owners’ private keys. At the time of the Bitcoin Cash hard fork, some of the brokers claimed they would not support the newly created cryptocurrency. Moreover, some owners feared that the brokers would retain the Bitcoin Cash for themselves. Such beneficial owners of Bitcoin may well have different tax consequences than direct owners who control their own private keys. Nevertheless, the IRS could have brought much-needed clarity to the hard fork by addressing the taxation (including valuation) of taxpayers who owned Bitcoin directly.

D. Exceptions for Taxpayer-Specific Determinations

Many (perhaps most) tax problems depend in large part on a multitude of facts and circumstances, including the actions and intentions of the taxpayer. A common issue in tax practice is whether a taxpayer is an “investor” or a “dealer” in real property. The difference between the two can be dramatic. Investors typically get favorable capital gains treatment upon gains but face limitations on their loss deductions. Dealers, in contrast, pay higher “ordinary” rates on their gains but more freely deduct their losses.
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The difference between the two depends largely upon the actions and intentions of the taxpayer. In *United States v. Winthrop*, the United States Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit noted the following factors:

1. the nature and purpose of the acquisition of the property and the duration of the ownership;
2. the extent and nature of the taxpayer's efforts to sell the property;
3. the number, extent, continuity and substantiality of the sales;
4. the extent of subdividing, developing, and advertising to increase sales;
5. the use of a business office for the sale of the property;
6. the character and degree of supervision or control exercised by the taxpayer over any representative selling the property; and
7. the time and effort the taxpayer habitually devoted to the sales.

Even though the test classifies property as a capital asset, it is actually classifying the owner. Alice might be a dealer with respect to Bitcoin, making it not a capital asset in her hands. Bob might be an investor, making Bitcoin a capital asset in his. The distinctions between dealers and investors are oftentimes very factitious, turning on the activities of the taxpayers as interpreted by a voluminous body of caselaw.

While the IRS might issue general guidance on these issues, they are far too taxpayer-specific for it to make system-wide determinations.

**CONCLUSION**

To date, IRS guidance on crypto assets has been thin. When the IRS has issued guidance, it has occasionally mishandled the technical details (such as confusing air drops and hard forks). More personnel (and personnel with greater technical expertise) would allow the IRS to keep pace with the explosive growth of crypto assets. Nevertheless, the IRS could better leverage its existing resources by focusing on select issues and seeking enabling legislation from Congress. Specifically, the IRS should focus on crypto issues occurring on a system-wide basis and not requiring taxpayer-specific considerations.

---
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For example, determining whether Bitcoin is a “security” under various provisions of the Code does not require the IRS to examine specific taxpayers. It must, though, examine Bitcoin itself and the provisions using the term. Under current law, Bitcoin would not be a security under most of these provisions. The purposes of these provisions, however, is to apply special treatment to fungible and liquid investments like stock. Thus, Congress should enable the IRS to make such classifications, even if the language of present law does not permit them.

The classification power should be flexible, allowing for carveouts and exceptions for provisions of the Code and crypto assets. Some provisions using the word securities should not apply to crypto assets. Some crypto assets should not be considered securities at all. Thinly traded crypto assets and NFTs should not qualify because they do not function like securities. Over time, classifications may need to change as new, thinly traded securities become widely adopted. Similarly, stablecoins should be considered securities today, but with different usage or non-tax regulation, they may evolve into money under the Code.

Classifications can also be comparative (rather than categorical). Are Bitcoin and Wrapped Bitcoin different enough that their exchange is a realization event, triggering taxation? Such questions operate on a system-wide basis. In all likelihood, these exchanges are taxable, but they should not be. A broader grant of authority from Congress would allow the IRS to make these determinations and tax crypto assets the right way.